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On 08th February, 2021 Chief Minister of Tamilnadu Shri Edappadi K Palanisamy  inaugurated on-boarding 
of our Bank on Integrated Financial and Human Resource Management System of Tamil Nadu State 
Treasury. Deputy Chief Minister Shri O. Panneerselvam, Chief Secretary Dr. Rajeev Ranjan, Additional Chief 
Secretary (Finance) Mr. S. Krishnan and Zonal Head Shri R Mohan were present on the occasion.
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Dear Friends,
It is indeed a pleasure to connect with all 

Barodians through this edition of Bobmaitri. This 
year has had some unprecedented challenges. 
Each and every one of our staff members have 
shown exceptional courage and ensured that 
the Bank remained functional throughout the 
year. I gratefully acknowledge the sacrifices 
made by our staff members who have been 
the pillars of strength for our Bank in these trying 
times.

During these difficult times, Bank took several 
measures to safeguard the health and well-
being of its employees. With the second COVID 

wave impacting a number of bank employees, the 
Bank launched a micro site providing information and 
emergency support with respect to availability of oxygen, 
hospital beds, medicines and other facilities. I am happy 
to note that this facility has been used extensively. Further, 
vaccination camps are being organised for employees 
and their family members, to ensure that employees are 
vaccinated at the earliest.

Amidst the challenges, the Bank’s financial performance 
was resilient in FY21. Bank’s Domestic CASA deposits 
increased by 16.48% as on March 31, 2021 and CASA ratio 
increased to 42.87%, an increase of 380 bps over March 
2020. While, overall domestic credit growth was in-line with 
the industry, our organic retail growth was in double digits 
at 14%. Within this, organic home loans increased by 11%, 
personal loans by 27% and auto loans by 28%. Agri loans 
also increased by 13% led by gold loans which increased 
by 32%. Even MSME loans increased by 10% linked with 
sovereign credit guarantee extended by Government.

On the asset quality front, the Bank’s GNPA ratio 
declined to 8.87% from 9.40% despite the pandemic. The 
Bank’s fresh slippages were at Rs 18,101 crore compared 
with Rs 18,665 crore in FY20. This resulted in reduction 
in slippage ratio from 2.97% in FY20 to 2.71% in FY21. 
Domestic slippage ratio has fallen to 2.08% in FY21 from 
3.16% in FY20. Also, the domestic credit cost has declined 
by 97 bps to 1.54% in FY21. The provision coverage ratio 
(with TWO) improved from 81.33% last year to 81.80% as 
on March 31, 2021.

The Bank’s operating profit increased by 9.17% from 
Rs 18,896 crore in FY20 to Rs 20,630 crore in FY21. Other 
overheads of the Bank excluding employee cost declined 
by 2.25% in FY21. Hence, the Bank posted a Profit before 
Tax of Rs. 5,556 crore for FY21 as against a loss of Rs. 1,802 
crore in FY20. The Bank moved to the new tax regime to 
take benefit of lower tax rate under the Income Tax Act. 
This involved absorbing a one-time impact of Deferred 
Tax Asset (DTA) reversal amounting to Rs. 3,314 crore in 
Q4 FY21. Despite this, the Bank reported profit after tax of 
Rs 829 crore in FY21 as against Rs 546 crore in FY20.
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The Bank raised equity capital of Rs 4,500 crore from 
leading institutional investors through QIP and issued AT-I 
bonds of Rs 3,735 crore at competitive costs during the 
year. This along with internal accruals generated, led to 
increase in the Bank’s capital adequacy ratio (CRAR) to 
14.99% as of March 31, 2021 from 13.30% last year.

Following the Integration, the Bank has right sized its 
branch network by rationalising 1,310 branches and 
1,135 ATMs and it has enlarged its BC network by 5,200 
in a year. A major trend emerging out of the pandemic 
is that of increased digitisation of banking activities. The 
Bank is focusing on scaling its digital channels. Mobile 
application will be the primary interface for customers. 
On liabilities side, majority of savings bank account 
customers are on-boarded in paperless format and now 
current account customers are also being on-boarded 
through this channel. On the asset side, the Bank has 
set up a digital lending department to digitize the entire 
customer journey for Retail and MSME customers. End-to-
end digitised loan processing is now functional for Micro 
Personal Loans, with significantly reduced turnaround 
time and customer can avail of the same through Bank’s 
mobile application.

The Bank has designed a new pathway for a 
profitable and sustainable growth under a Bank-wide 
transformation programme called “BOB-NOWW- New 
Operating model and Ways of Working”. The journey 
is driven through five pillars - ‘Mobile first’, ‘Digital-led 
experience’, ‘Reimagined network’, ‘Unlocked growth 
potential' and 'New ways of working’. The objective is 
to build an industry-first operating model through new 
ways of working and a reimagined retail network which 
will unlock growth potential across businesses. It will also 
encompass adoption of digitisation at every level so as to 
optimise costs and increase productivity.

This involves rightsizing our branch network by increasing 
customer touch points through digital formats and Business 
Correspondent network. Bank’s mobile application will 
be the centrepiece for offering banking services. The 
Bank’s mobile application is being revamped to enhance 
existing customer journeys to offer best-in-class and latest 
banking services. For the corporate banking customers, 
suitable products and services would be offered based 
on holistic understanding of their needs, thereby providing 
a full-service solution. The wealth management business 
too has immense potential within the Bank given the 
large base of MSME and high net worth clients. The Bank 
is overhauling its wealth business to enhance its value 
proposition. Employees will also enjoy a flexible working 
environment with remote working for select roles and 
hybrid employment formats.

I take this opportunity to thank each one of you for all 
your hard work and efforts during these difficult times. Be 
safe.

With best wishes

Sanjiv Chadha
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    /The Executive Editor Speaks
 ,    Venugopal Menon, Executive Editor

Dear Readers,
I am glad to present you the latest issue of Bobmaitri. This 

issue of our House Journal in hand will give you glimpses 
of several activities organized in our Bank during this 
pandemic and will provide you illuminating contents as 
well.

Currently we are facing second wave of COVID-19 
which has created grimmer situation in the Country. Most 
of the State Governments have imposed restrictions on 
travel, movement and business hours which are affecting 
the normal functioning of the Bank. Amidst this, we are 
through with Bank’s annual closing for FY 2020-21 and 
have entered into new financial year. In this challenging 
scenario, we have to start the new fiscal once again with 
full enthusiasm and positive thoughts. While our Bank is 
continuously taking new initiatives and moving forward 
with an aim to provide excellent customer service under 
its transformational journey, it is also focusing on Digital 
Lending. The Bank has, therefore, launched the Digital 
Lending Platform to enable prospective borrowers to get 
the loans digitally approved through a paperless process 
at the convenience of their place and time of choice. 
Accordingly, we have to popularize our new products 
and services.

This issue of Bobmaitri focuses on ‘Digital Lending’, 
a process to offer loans online through web portal or 
mobile apps, by taking advantage of technology for 
authentication and credit assessment. Glimpses of 
‘  , ‘ ’ celebrations and 
highlights of FY 2020-21 results of the Bank have also been 
published prominently. We have included articles Digital 
Lending- Future Banking outreach by Shri. Praveen Kumar 
Rahul,   :     by Shri Anil Kumar, 
Digital Lending: A new Dimension of lending by Ms. Jaya 
Mishra, Digital Lending by Shri Ashutosh Kumar Srivastava 
and many more articles on Digital Lending which will 
provide detailed information about this product to our 
readers. Article by Shri Jeevan V L on Artificial Emotional 
Intelligence would also prove to be useful for the readers. 
Highlights of All India webinar on     
conducted by our bank on 22nd March, 2021 have also 
been published in this issue. We have included interview 
of our retired Executive Director Shri Murali Ramaswami 
and Chief General Managers that would inspire young 
Barodians to achieve excellence in their banking career.

In addition to the above, this issue carries short stories, 
poems, reports on various seminars, celebrations, CSR 
activities, news and events, awards and accolades, news 
from overseas branches/offices and OL implementation 
across the bank. I trust, the blend of above inclusions will 
make this issue more interesting for the readers. I request 
our fellow readers to keep on sending their contributions 
and feedback so as to ensure continuous improvement 
of this journal. 

With best wishes,
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I ndia has seen tremendous success in digitizing financial   
services infrastructure, with payments being at the 

forefront. With the payment space well poised for this 
exponential growth, the end-to-end digital lending 
journey is the next focus area. The question which arises in 
our mind: “What is Digital Lending & how it will impact our 
future banking outreach ? "

Digital lending is the process of offering loans that 
are applied for, disbursed and managed through 
digital channels in which lenders use digitized data to 
inform credit decisions and build intelligent customer 
engagement & database. It consists of lending through 
web platforms or mobile apps, by taking advantage of 
technology for authentication and credit assessment.

At the core of this digital lending boom is technology, 
playing a pivotal role in revolutionizing India’s credit 
ecosystem by creating alternative lending channels 
that offer significant advantages to both lenders and 
borrowers. Lenders enjoy the benefits of low operational 
costs, improved risk assessment, access to new markets, 
revenue growth, better customer experiences and 
increased customer loyalty. Borrowers can enjoy near-
instant credit with reduced paperwork.

But the most significant benefit of digital lending is 
helping traditionally unserved and underserved customer 
segments access affordable credit.

Technology: A Game-Changer in Digital Lending

Technology can help overcome these challenges and 
level the playing field for micro-borrowers – individuals 
and MSMEs. Digital lending creates seamless customer 
on-boarding and credit disbursement processes with 
tech-enabled, mobile-friendly platforms that can replace 
physical interactions with remote loan applications.

With AI/ML models, big data analytics, lenders can 
study online behavioural patterns and other digital data 

of potential borrowers for a more comprehensive risk 
assessment. This helps lenders de-risk their loan portfolio 
and reduce NPAs. Even traditionally risk-averse lenders 
have either started building their own digital lending 
platforms or partnering with fintech players to roll out 
best-in-class services.

While embracing digitization, lenders must understand 
that digital lending isn’t limited to just the credit 
application process. It involves digitizing the entire end-
to-end process – from loan application, underwriting, 
disbursal, to repayment.

Various tech-enabled services help automate the 
processes, making it more secure and efficient. Video KYC 
facilitates a paperless, inexpensive solution for remote 
customer on-boarding essential for a future where more 
and more customers will prefer contactless services. e-Sign 
can further help lenders acquire customer signatures on 
essential documents in a completely contactless manner 
through digital platforms/apps.

Mature technologies like face match, liveness detection 
and more help improve fraud detection and borrower 
authentication, making the digital KYC verification 
processes more robust. Optical Character Recognition 
(OCR) technology helps APIs scan and read identity 
documents like Aadhar, PAN card and extract data 
digitally, reducing the probability of human error and 
saving time. A continuous focus is required to enhance 
these technologies with improved models to increase 
accuracy and speed of processes. Additionally, judicious 
investments in emerging voice technologies like call 
centre automation can help lenders reap dividends later 
by ensuring greater customer satisfaction and retention.

eNACH (Electronic National Automated Clearing 
House), a system introduced by the NPCI, helps lenders 
automatically receive recurring payments from borrowers, 
faster and without requiring paperwork and manual 

DIGITAL LENDING- 
Future Banking 

Outreach
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interventions. This digitizes loan repayment processes 
and further reduces operational costs. New-age entities 
Digitap.ai leverage AI & ML technologies to provide these 
services and create a better lending infrastructure.

Geography is increasingly becoming less of a hindrance 
as borrowers can receive capital right at their fingertips, 
from the comforts of their homes without arduous 
paperwork, long waiting hours, and uncertainties.

Even though lending digitization is happening at an 
unprecedented pace, we’ve barely scratched the 
surface. Technologies like Blockchain, better AI/ML 
models and cloud infrastructure can help FIs unlock 
unlimited possibilities. For example, lenders can harness 
blockchain’s power to create a decentralized P2P 
lending ecosystem where they can interact directly with 
borrowers without needing an intermediary.

With technology adoption, incumbent FIs and Fintech 
players can create a truly future-ready lending model 
that empowers India’s digital economy and promotes 
financial inclusion.

India’s digital lending market has seen a significant 
rise over the years. The digital lending value increased 
from USD 33 billion in FY15 to USD 150 billion in FY20 and 
is expected to hit the USD 350-billion mark by FY23. It is 
estimated that the total retail loans which could be 
disbursed digitally in next 5 years could be over $ 1 trillion.

Such a huge market for digital lending is next to impossible 
to avoid for any financial institution to grow and survive 
in future which is changing rapidly and digital adoption 
is more visible especially after COVID-19. An amusing 
message went viral as the pandemic set in. It is not 
the CEO or the CTO of a company but the COVID-19 
pandemic that led to digital transformation. Almost all 
industries and offices have gone digital. The most striking 
example is “Virtual Team Meeting” at our bank, which 
is most convenient, saving considerable time & cost, 
instant, spontaneous and most easy way to connect 
and spread the message without any hiccups, but it was 
never imagined earlier before pandemic, the way, it is 
being used now.

Initially, digital lending was led by Fintech companies, but 
now traditional banks have started to engage their mind, 
heart and soul in to the digital lending to make it one of 
the most promising part of their banking activity. There 
are few basic developments, which led to exponential 
growth in digital lending. First, consumer behaviour is 
changing rapidly due to exponential growth in internet 
penetration combined with smartphone availability. 
There is exponential growth in the digital transactions and 
a large section of internet users are not visiting branches 
to access the banking services.

Second, advanced big data analytics and advances 
algorithm enabling institutions are to take an informed 

decision. A huge amount of data is getting generated 
through web search, social media, e-commerce and 
banking. For enterprise, there are various data points such 
as data on various tax filings, GST returns data, various 
returns filed by corporates and individuals, legal records 
and companies/directors’ details are electronically 
available.

This growth is further supported by favourable regulatory 
support and finally there is constant innovation by the 
lenders to suit their operative model for the purpose of 
digital lending. As part of Indian stack, the authorities have 
made a set of open API’s readily available to developers. 
This new digital architecture can make entire process 
paperless & consent based sharing of data possible 
across the country. With JAM & India stack, end-to-end 
digital lending is now a reality. India’s credit bureau 
infrastructure is one of the best in the world. This is well 
documented fact, where India scores higher than some 
OECD countries on certain credit specific parameters 
such a depth of credit information index.

By setting up open architecture layers such as Aadhar, 
UPI, Bharat Bill Payment System, GST and rapid 
exponential growth in payment ecosystem, Government 
is enabling all possible avenues for a rapid growth of 
digital infrastructure. In order to facilitate lending to 
MSME, the Government has set up Trade Receivables 
Electronic Discounting System. TReDS which will be fully 
integrated with GST network in securing an efficient 
digital lending for MSMEs. Another move is launch of 
Government e-Marketplace (GeM) as a central online 
portal for procurement of all goods and services required 
by Government Departments, PSUs & organizations.

In India, new models of doing business have emerged like 
Point of Sale transactions based lending, bank-fintech 
partnership model, Invoice discounting exchanges, 
marketplace like paisa bazar etc.

Our bank is one of the early institutions to adopt digital 
lending. As part of the EASE 3.0 Public Sector Bank (PSB) 
Reforms Agenda, the Finance Ministry has unveiled the 
vision for tech-enabled banking and BOB has already 
initiated the process with full support of all the stake 
holders.

Bank of Baroda has unveiled Launch of Digital Lending 
Plateform-Phase-1. Digital Lending Platform has enabled 
the prospective loan seekers to apply for loans through 
various channels viz. Bank's website, m-Connect+, Baroda 
Connect and receive sanction, disbursement through a 
Digital First mode.

In the 1st Phase of implementation of the platform, Bank 
enables the applicants to avail 'In Principle sanction' for 
their loan requirements of Home Loan, Car Loan and 
Personal Loan in a few clicks with minimal, mandatory 
documentation through a paperless process at 
 the convenience of their place and time of choice. It is
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available to existing bank customers as well as to those 
customers who are new to the bank. The in-principle 
approval will be accorded within 30 minutes for Home 
Loan, Car Loan and Personal Loan.

Two new digital products, one of which is 'Pre-Approved 
Micro Personal Loan' has already been launched. This is 
at present available to existing customers of the bank 
and disbursement takes place in 0.50 minutes once entire 
stages is visited by the customers. The facility of ‘Loan 
against FD' will also be launched shortly for the existing 
customers of the bank and it will be disbursed to the 
customer’s account within 5 minutes of processing time.

Bank of Baroda has entered in to the 2nd phase of Digital 
Lending Platform Phase-II & running a Pilot project through 
nominated Digital Lending Champions at ROs/ZOs to 
introduce complete digitization of Lending Procedures 
and experimenting with Digital Personal Loan, Digital 
Mudra Loan & Digital Renewal of MSME Loans & will start 
offering the complete digital experience after successful 
completion of Pilot Project.

Unauthorised digital lending platforms/Mobile Apps:

There have been reports about individuals/small businesses 
falling prey to growing number of unauthorised digital 
lending platforms/Mobile Apps on promises of getting 
loans in quick and hassle-free manner. These reports also 
refer to excessive rates of interest and additional hidden 
charges being demanded from borrowers; adoption of 
unacceptable and high-handed recovery methods and 
misuse of agreements to access data on the mobile 
phones of the borrowers. RBI has cautioned Members 
of public not to fall prey to such unscrupulous activities 
and verify the antecedents of the company/ firm offering 
loans online or through mobile apps. Reserve Bank has 
also mandated that digital lending platforms which are 
used on behalf of Banks and NBFCs should disclose name 
of the Bank(s) or NBFC(s) upfront to the customers. The 
names and addresses of the NBFCs registered with the 
Reserve Bank can be accessed here and the portal for 
filing complaints against the entities regulated by the RBI 
can be accessed through https://cms.rbi.org.in.

RBI Working Group on Digital Lending:

Looking into the present and future challenges of Digital 
Lending, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) in January 
2021, has announced setting up of a working group 
to evaluate digital lending, including online platforms 
and mobile apps. The newly formed committee will be 

suggesting specific regulatory measures pertaining to 
digital lending, and several other things. The RBI stated 
that “A balanced approach needs to be followed so 
that the regulatory framework supports innovation while 
ensuring data security, privacy and confidentiality and 
consumer protection. Recent spurt and popularity of 
online lending platforms/ mobile lending apps (‘digital 
lending’) has raised certain serious concerns which have 
wider systemic implications,” the regulator said. The 
group has been directed to submit its report within three 
months.

Further, the WG will be expected to recommend measures, 
if any, for expansion of specific regulatory or statutory 
perimeters and suggest the role of various regulatory 
and government agencies. It shall also recommend a 
fair practices code for digital lending players, insourced 
or outsourced and suggest measures for enhanced 
consumer protection. In addition, the recommendation 
of measures for robust data governance, data privacy 
and data security standards for deployment of digital 
lending services will come under the group’s purview.

Digital, Financial Literacy:

With technology playing an increasingly important role in 
lending, the onus on lending entities will shift from digital 
literacy to financial literacy of customers. I also see a rising 
importance of transparency from lenders. The onus to 
educate the borrower on where the loan is originating 
from, the outstanding amount and the repayment date 
will always lie with the lenders. RBI's recent regulation 
on non-lending fintech platforms is a right step in this 
direction.

Digital lending is here to stay, but to ensure its success 
what is needed are stronger guard rails from both a 
legal and compliance perspective. Will CKYC grow to 
offer scale or can two regulated entities share CKYC to 
ensure smoother customer onboardingÆ Will a digital 
agreement for a 50 lakh loan stand scrutiny in a court of 
law or will the legal establishment demand wet signatures 
and a physical loan agreementÆ While the infrastructure 
to answer these questions is present today, the key as 
always is change in policy and mindset that can fasten 
this transformation.

vvv

Praveen Kumar Rahul
Chief Manager
Zonal Office, Kolkata
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Emotional Intelligence (EI)

Emotions are biological states of 
human body. Emotions are as 
complex as human nervous system. 
According to some theories they are 
states of feelings result in physical 
and psychological changes that 
influence one’s behaviour. As per 
psychological researchers human 
beings are having around 130 
emotions.

In 1995, Mr Daniel Goleman 
wrote a book named ‘Emotional 
Intelligence’. It was a best seller of 
New York Times for almost 2 years.
Later it was printed word wide in 40 
languages. In this book, Mr Goleman 
theorises that Emotional Intelligence 
(EI) is as important as Intelligence 
Quotient (IQ) for success, including 
in academic, professional, social, 
and interpersonal aspects of one's 
life. Goleman says that emotional 
intelligence is a skill that can be taught 
and cultivated. Thus management 
schools incorporated methods for 
training emotional intelligence skills in 
the curriculum.

Emotional Intelligence (EI), Emotional 
Quotient (EQ), Emotional Intelligence 
Quotient (EIQ) and Emotional 
Leadership (EL) thus evolved 
as professional management 
skills. The management trainers / 
schools trained the professional’s 
leaders, to develop the capability 
to recognize their own emotions 
and those of others, differentiate 
between different feelings and label 
them appropriately, use emotional 
information to guide thinking and 
behaviour, and manage and/
or adjust emotions to adapt to 
environments or achieve their goals.

Artificial Intelligence (AI)

The beginning of present state 

of Artificial Intelligence (AI) can 
be traced to 1950s. The term 
"Artificial Intelligence" was coined 
at a conference held at Dartmouth 
College, Hanover, New Hampshire, 
United States in 1956. The AI 
development got boost during 1980s 
when the British government started 
funding and contributions by Japan 
in this field.

Researches began to pick up after 
that, and in 1997 IBM's ‘Deep Blue’ 
became the first computer to 
beat the chess grandmaster Garry 
Kasparov. And in 2011, the same IBM's 
question-answering system ‘Watson’ 
won the quiz show "Jeopardy" by 
beating then champions.

On 7th June 2014, at a Turing's test 
contest (i.e. a test of a machine's 
ability to exhibit intelligent behaviour 
equivalent to / or indistinguishable 
from that of a human), 33% of the 
event's judges thought the chatbot 
named “Eugene Goostman” was 
human.

Now the field of Artificial Intelligence 
with neural algorithms is more 
than pursuit of truth, ‘human like 
intelligence’!

Emotional Intelligence (EI)

Artificial Intelligence uses neural 
network algorithms and according 
to those algorithms it performs its 
actions. Further, the “deep learning” 
technical algorithms helping the 
AI machines to self-learn through 
experience.

Human emotions and feelings are 
organic algorithms that respond to 
our environment. These algorithms 
are shaped by our culture, history, 
upbringing and life experiences, etc.

Here if we go back to Daniel Goleman, 
and if emotional intelligence is a skill 

Artificial Emotional 
Intelligence

that can be taught and cultivated, 
there is no reason to think that non-
organic algorithms couldn’t copy 
and go beyond all that organic 
algorithms can do, through deep 
learning techniques and from the big 
data analysis.

The most advanced machine learning 
neural algorithms developed by the 
tech giants Facebook, Google, etc. 
are on the job of deep learning of 
data from billions of people. These 
algorithms already know what is your 
culture, thoughts, expressions, desires, 
biases and emotional triggers, etc., 
based on your presence in the web 
and social media. In many areas, 
they understand you better than 
you know yourself. These neural 
algorithms are getting so complex 
and are becoming impossible to fully 
control / uncontrollable by humans.

Thus AI machines will train themselves 
to learn from human to manage 
and/or adjust emotions to adapt to 
environments or achieve their goals.

Let’s remember the plot of super 
star Rajnikanth acted science 
fiction movie ‘Enthiran’ in which the 
AI scientist Vaseegaran modifies 
the humanoid robot Chitti's neural 
schema to enable it to understand 
human behaviour and emotions, and 
also demonstrating to the humanoid 
that it can manifest human behaviour 
and emotions.

AI and Indian Banking Industry

AI together with Robotic Process 
Automation (RPA) has become 
the biggest technology revolution 
for Banking Industry in this era. The 
applications used in banking have 
intelligent capabilities, they use 
self-learning algorithms that are 
able to recognize the environment 
and solve problems, like humans. 
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According to Accenture’s Banking 
Technology Vision 2018 report, 83% 
of Indian banks believe that AI will 
work alongside humans in the very 
near future. Further 93% banks in India 
are at increased use of big data for 
critical and automated decision 
making.

Application of AI and machine 
learning to different banking 
functions enabled banks to offer a 
far more personalised and efficient 
customer service. With that, banks 
are able to gain better insights into 
their customers’ preference and 
expectations from the bank. Thus, 
automation of back-end workflows 
has shown better outcomes. 
According to various industry reports, 
more than 36% of large financial 
institutions are already investing in 
such technologies, and close to 70% 
are planning to in the near future. 
We Bank of Baroda are one among 
them.

Our bank has set up the ‘BOB-IITB 
Innovation Centre’, at IIT-Bombay, 
Powai campus to leverage cutting-
edge technologies like Artificial 
Intelligence (AI), Internet of Things 
(IoT), Blockchain, Cloud Computing 
etc.

It is not just customer support with AI 
in Banks
Fraud Detection and Prevention / 
Compliance monitoring:
One among the first use of AI which 
was implemented in Banking over 10 
years ago is a predictive analytics 
technique for identifying deviations 
from statutory rules / norms, covering 
issues related to anti-money 
laundering processes, the regulations 
governing Cash Transaction Reports 
(CTR) and Suspicious Transaction 
Reports (STR).

AI with its power of machine learning 
and cognition analyses behaviours of 
the customer, helps banks to predict 
future outcomes and trends, this 
helps to identify fraud, detect anti-
money laundering pattern, identifies 
the hidden actions, suspicious 
transactions and helps to save 
millions for banks. Similarly, AI is able 
to detect suspicious data patterns 
inside massive volumes of data to 
carry out fraud management.

AI, and solutions that automatically 
prevent financial fraud are known 
as fraud detection / prevention 

systems (FDS). The FDS used by the 
bank should be able to detect and 
monitor all actions taken by the user, 
regardless of the channel used for 
the transactions. This means not only 
in caring for the internet channel, 
but also the transactions through 
other means like ATMs / CDMs, IVR 
/ Call centre services, operations at 
the branch, mobile application, etc. 
Further, AI can help banks to detect 
any regulatory deviations to stay on 
the right side of the law.

Cyber security:

Every industry is in search of options 
and adopting ways to create value 
in the technology driven world. The 
banking sector is not a deviation 
from it. The new-gen / tech-savvy 
customers demanding advanced 
technologies and expect that 
banks should deliver seamless 
experiences on the go. To meet 
these expectations, banks have 
expanded their industry landscape 
to IT and telecom to enable services 
like mobile banking, e-banking and 
real-time money transfers, etc. While 
these advancements have enabled 
customers to avail most of the 
banking services at their fingertips 
anytime, anywhere, it come with 
high level of risk.

The common fraud types in the 
financial sector include identity theft, 
usage of digitally stolen documents 
or login credentials. UPI transactions 
and digital payments are growing 
month-on-month, it will lead to an 
equally big spike in digital frauds. 
The increased transfer of critical 
information over virtual networks 
are vulnerable to cyber-attacks and 
fraudulence. These incidents not 
only affect the profitability of banks, 
but also hamper banks’ trust and 
relationship with customers.

The AI technologies can monitor 
huge volumes of digital transactions 
to identify and prevent digital frauds 
and increases cyber security.

Enhanced Customer Experience:

Based on past interactions, AI 
develops a better understanding of 
customer’s behaviour. This will help 
the banks to tailor customer specific 
financial products and services and 
to provide personalised features, by 
which banks can deliver meaningful 

customer engagement and build 
strong relationships with its customers. 
Humanoid Chatbot interfaces can 
be used to increase efficiency and 
reduce cost for customer interactions.

Wealth management and Cross 
selling:

Personalized portfolios / cross selling of 
financial products can be managed 
by Bot advisors by understanding 
customer behaviour, sensitivity, 
lifestyle, risk absorbing capacity, 
expected returns on investment, etc.

Treasury Management:

AI managed by algorithms can help 
banks to make investment decisions 
in milliseconds for more frequent high 
volume trading / investments, by 
taking inputs from multiple financial 
markets and big web data.

Digitization and automation of back-
office:

Implementing Robotic Process 
Automation and Artificial Intelligence 
at banks will take over high volume of 
back-office processes and repetitive 
tasks, to save time, enhance 
efficiency, and increased accuracy.

In short, almost all bank functions and 
process can be managed though AI. 
The primary goal of implementation 
of AI at banks is to increase accuracy, 
predictability of outcomes, reduce 
human errors in business processes, 
reduce loss, reduce income leakage, 
increase profit and availability of 
banking services 24 X 7. However, 
in order to demonstrate the AI 
algorithms to deep learn right things 
for right output, it is essential to have 
the right data input and continuous 
monitoring of output.

Let’s imagine a plot here:

A poor illiterate migrant worker 
comes to the Bank’s Branch with a 
very sad face. Earlier day he made 
a Rs. 1000/- UPI transaction to his 
mother’s account at his native place. 
Due to a one number mistake while 
entering the beneficiary account, 
the amount got credited to another 
person’s account.

Here our branch manager 
understands the feelings of the poor 
man with empathy and takes steps 
to contact the bank manager where 
the wrong account credit was made 
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and gets the amount reversed. The 
present IVR / Call Centre / Customer 
help desk can’t do the same. But in 
the near future, humanoid robot or 
chatbot with Emotional intelligence 
will receive the man with same 
empathy as the branch manager  
had shown and work will be done 
faster than earlier scene. Here, there 
may be some difference, the chatbot 
/ robot may need not even contact 
other branch.

AI and Human Resource 
Management (HRM) at Banks:

Banks being a service Industry Human 
Resource is the important resource for 
its performance. In order to achieve 
higher customer satisfaction, banks 
are adopting innovative HR practices 
to improve human resources’ 
performance and to be different 
among its competitors.

In near future, HRM may be moving 
away from its original functions like HR 
planning, Recruitment and selection, 
Performance Management, Learning 
and development, Career planning 
etc. to the more advanced progress 
like Automation, Augmented 
Intelligence, Robotics and Artificial 

Intelligence etc. These will be 
completely re-defining / re-modelling 
the workforce characteristics, HRM, 
and organizations.

Integration of HR practices with 
AI engines definitely will have a 
stronger impact in amplifying the 
organizational performance. Now 
the critical question arises ‘Will AI be 
the reason for losing jobs?’ Really Not. 
The whole idea of AI is the integration 
of technology to automate the 
complex, tedious, monotonous tasks 
and optimize error free processes to 
add value to human work in less time. 
In the AI era, new jobs will evolve that 
will have new skills requirements.

The usage of AI in HRM may be 
for, crafting job descriptions for 
a particular role, filtering resumes 
and analysing skill sets to find the 
apt talent without bias, streamline 
employee onboarding, optimize 
employee engagement to build 
better relationships, right deployment, 
effective job rotation, performance 
analysis, HR analytics, retention etc. 
but all depend on the quality of deep 
learning data input to the AI.

Work from Home (WFH) and AI:

The demand to WFH / Remote work 
is increasing worldwide. Though 
organisations have reservations 
in adopting this, the COVID-19 
pandemic forced us to learn how 
technology can allow employees 
to work outside of their workplace. 
One of the reservations about WFH is 
regarding monitoring of productivity 
and quality of output. Here AI, neural 
engines with machine learning 
can perform the role of supervisors 
and managers to monitor staff 
performance more silently and 
accurately.

To conclude, the AI implementation 
should be viewed as an optimistic 
opportunity, because AI enhances 
the quality of resources and its 
performance for the better customer 
satisfaction. AI will create better 
future if it is clearly understood and 
utilised in a proper way.

vvv

Jeevan V L
Asst. General Manager (HR)
Head Office, Baroda
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Banking industry witnessed emergence of Financial 
Technology (Fin Tech) and Digitalization as a major 

game changer in last decade. They redefined the way 
Banks run their businesses. Digitalization and Fin Tech did 
not intend to substitute traditional banking system but they 
are facilitator for effective delivery of banking services. 
Most of the banking services are now being provided 
with the comfort of new technologies such as Artificial 
Intelligence, big data analysis and algorithms. Traditional 
banking system always had integrated approach 
towards banking business. Primary functions included 
collection of deposits and lending. Whereas secondary 
functions performed by banks were remittances, point of 
sales, insurance and so on. Brick and mortar branch was 
the only point of delivery for all the services. Digitalization 
enabled customers to avail these services at their door 
step.

  Since the beginning of modern banking in India, 
availing a loan has been a lengthy process accompanied 
with lots of stress, time consumption and tension too. It was 
need of the hour to introduce a customer friendly way 
of lending, with ease to the borrower for availing credit 
facilities. Digital Lending promised to provide solution to 
all the above problems and sparked a new age in the 
sector. Analysis of bank’s customer base marks that youth 
comprise maximum part of it. This group is highly techno 
savvy and they aspire to get each and every facility in 
their palm through mobile apps. Aiming the young, high 
earning generation, every bank is providing maximum 
banking services through banking apps.

  Banking products always embraced the changes 
in socio-economic structures at local and international 
level. Till recent past, lending was simply the act of giving 
money to a person called borrower against the promise 
to pay back principle along with some predefined 
interest in return. This was universal concept of banking 
which got structured in last few centuries. The services 
were catered to Retail as well as Institutional customers. 
Lending process starts with customer visiting a branch. 
Sharing of credentials by customer, information validation 
with the help of various documents, deciding the amount 
and terms of eligible credit limit follows next. Entire 
process of lending, if executed on a digital platforms 
through contactless-paperless process, with the help 
of electronic means will be called as digital lending. 

It is also known as alternative lending. Digital lending 
happens through a web platform or mobile app. It takes 
advantage of technology for data authentication and 
credit assessment. Many Banks have launched their own 
independent digital lending platforms to tap in the digital 
lending market by leveraging existing capabilities in 
traditional lending.

The Path: A true digital lending Bank must follow five 
mandatory steps:
1) User-Centric Design: Applying design thinking 

principles, oriented towards internal as well as 
external users. Tools that are used to support user-
centric design include journey maps, borrower 
personas, creation of multiple concepts, listening labs 
and prototypes.

2) Data-Driven Decision Making: Making right 
information available at the right time, to the right 
stakeholders, in the right format. Artificial intelligence 
(AI) and machine learning can match customer 
needs with the right product proactively.

3) Flexible Infrastructure:  Systems and architectures 
must be configurable, aligning to real time 
requirements that may extend beyond traditional 
ecosystems to accommodate external APIs.

4) Effective Development Approach: Development 
capabilities must align with the need for a much more 
intense speed-to-market functionality. Delivering 
“high velocity" IT and an agile framework that is 
iterative is no longer optional.

5) Organizational Agility: Beyond systems and back 
office processes, there needs to be a tearing 
down of the silos that can stall development and 
implementation. This requires a change in culture 
that supports innovation and promotes change.

Benefits of Digital Lending and Borrowing System:
 1) No Physical Documentation Required: Digital 

Lending system has completely changed 
the way of loan documentation. Earlier, for 
documentation, customers have to collect and 
pile up all the documents required and then they 
need to submit them at nearest branch. But now, 
with digital lending, the number of documents 

Digital Lending: 
A new Dimension 

of Lending
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has reduced as now customer’s e-KYC is linked 
with their bank account by which banks get 
all the information required for verification of 
customer credentials. All documents required 
need to be scanned and submitted online on the 
Fin Tech’s portal or bank’s portal.

 2) Quick Disbursal: As soon as the information 
provided by the applicant is verified by the lender 
and all the steps required have been completed 
properly, data is verified at the backend using 
techniques like Artificial intelligence and complex 
algorithms. Applicant gets instant approval and 
loan amount credited in their bank account. 
Collection of borrower’s information, its validation 
and disbursement of loan becomes easy and 
in a way that a loan applicant can avail credit 
instantly in just a few hours. Some “Fin Techs" are 
claiming to provide loan within few minutes as 
per the quality of information provided by the 
borrower.

 3) Ideal Option in Case of Emergencies: Digital 
loans are best options in case of any financial 
emergencies like wedding requirements, 
medical, vacations, in case of accidents and 
so on. Digital Lending platform makes borrowing 
an ideal option for emergency scenarios where 
there is an urgent requirement of money as with 
digital lending one can get money within hours.

 4) Transparency in lending processes: Digital lending 
has a transparent loan process. Loan applicants 
can keep a track of their loan application at 
every stage. Even if your loan application gets 
rejected then you will get to know why your 
application got rejected and where you lacked 
behind in your eligibility or it was something else 
which went wrong.

 5) Costs: Digital way of lending save a lot of cost 
over the manpower as well as the fixed asset by 
any banking or financial institution and also upon 
the transactions which are made on daily basis 
or recorded by manual procedure.

 6) Technology and Data Processing: In today's 
world technology is very cheap and the data 
processing services provided all over world are 
the talk of the town. Therefore it becomes easy 
to handle many customers at different locations 
at a time.

 7) Multilevel Network: Digital Lending performs 
various processes on diverse levels where lending 
institutions with different organizations and 
channels get associated at one place, which 
ultimately brings a huge network of Institution 
growing together.

 8) Borrower Satisfaction: The customer who 
gets associated with such technological 
advancement and efficient organization get a 
good support from their side and feels satisfied 
over the services provided to him in such short 
period of time.

 9) Financial Inclusion: As per World Bank’s data, 
in India 19 % population is still unbanked. Banks 
could not reach to this part of population yet. 
With the help of digital lending and digitalization, 
banks will be able to reduce their operating 
cost. The decreased operating cost will provide 
extra money to banks to open branches in these 
unbanked area. Digital lending also helps in 
meeting the huge unmet credit need, particularly 
in the microenterprise and low-income consumer 
segment in India. Hence, initiative of Digital 
lending will help banks in financial inclusion also.

 10) Reduce Borrowing from informal channels:  
Digital lending helps in reducing informal 
borrowings as it simplifies the process of 
borrowing. Indians continue to borrow from 
family and friends and moneylenders, sometimes 
at unreasonably high interest rates, primarily 
because these loans are more flexible and 
convenient. Digitalization of lending will simplify 
the process of borrowing which will promote 
people to avoid loans from informal channels.

 Challenges of Digital Lending
 Challenges for Lending Organizations
1) NPA may increase: Correct selection of borrower is 

one of the most important process in lending. Digital 
lending makes all assessments paperless and face to 
face contact is missing. Hence there will be chances 
of more NPAs. Degradation of asset health in Credit 
card portfolio could be a case study in this regard. 
Credit card companies and banks issued credit 
cards to anybody and everybody. They even issued 
cards to those who didn’t even know that they have 
to repay the amount with the 40% interest on what 
they are spending. The whole credit card market 
went through a big disaster in recent downturn in 
economy.

2) Recovery of NPA will be tough: It will be very difficult to 
recover the loans given digitally because there is lack 
of face to face interaction between bank staff and 
borrowers during sanction of loans. The staff posted 
at branch who will be given responsibility to recover 
loan amount will not feel very comfortable in dealing 
with borrowers who never visited bank. When any 
branch sanctions loan, an informal relation develops 
with the borrowers and bank staff. During recovery 
this relation puts moral pressure on borrowers which 
makes recovery process easy.

Challenges for Customers:
1) Customer’s privacy will be hampered: In digital 

lending we use data of customers and most of the 
times we don’t obtain any active consent from 
people whose data are being used. In other words 
does the customer know that lending organizations 
can access his personal photos, videos, contacts, 
chats, bank messages, social media details and 
everything. The answer is a big No.
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2) Harsh measures for recovery: Nationalized banks 
and other big private banks follow BCSBI codes 
during recovery of debt. But many NBFCs and other 
companies running various digital lending platforms 
use harsh measures for recovery. They don’t care for 
recovery timing and many times recovery agents 
misbehave with borrowers whose dues are pending. 
Recently few borrowers even committed suicide due 
to extreme recovery pressure and misbehaviour of 
recovery agents engaged by digital lending apps.

Initiative of RBI for protection of customer/borrowers:
 Non-Banking Financial Companies and banks need 

to state the names of online platforms they are 
working with for digital lending purpose.

 RBI has also mandated that digital lending platforms 
which are used on behalf of Banks and NBFCs should 
disclose the name of the Bank(s) or NBFC(s) upfront to 
the customers.

 The central bank had also asked lending apps to issue 
a sanction letter to the borrower on the letter head of 
the bank/ NBFC concerned before the execution of 
the loan agreement.

 Legitimate public lending activities can be 
undertaken by banks, NBFCs registered with the 
RBI and other entities who are regulated by state 
governments under statutory provisions.

Our bank’s initiative in Digitalization of lending process:
 Our Bank has also taken initiatives towards building 
a robust Digital Lending Platform, which can enable 
the customer to fulfil their all type of needs. Our Bank 
envisages a Digital First operating model to deliver 
enhanced customer experience through customized 
digital solutions tailored to suit the requirements of various 
segments. Digital initiatives of Bank are also in line with the 
EASE 3.0 agenda of Government of India which focusses 
on transformation into digital and data driven future 
banking. Our Bank is one of the leaders in adoption of the 
EASE 1.0 and EASE 2.0 initiatives.

 In the 1st Phase of implementation of the Digital 
Lending Platform, Bank enables the applicants to avail 
'Agreement in Principle' for their loan requirements of 
Home Loan, Car Loan and Personal Loan in a few clicks 
with minimal, mandatory documentation through a 
paperless process at the convenience of their place & 
time of choice. Digital Lending platform-1 (DLP-1) is an 
initiative to maintain our Bank's position as the front-runner 
institution in meeting the government's primary objectives 
of Enhanced Access and Service Excellence. Currently, 
DLP-1 enables prospective loan seekers to apply for 
Home loan, Car Loan and personal Loan through various 
channels viz. Bank's website, M-Connect+, Baroda 
Connect and receive sanction/disbursement through 
a Digital First mode. Two new digital products 'Pre 
Approved Micro Personal Loan' and 'Loan against FD' will 
also be launched. Digital Lending Platform will provide 
the seamless applicant journey for Home Loan, Personal 
loan and Car Loan up to 'Agreement in Principle' in 30 
minutes with 3 simple steps.

 This initiative has helped the Bank to sanction Rs.940 Cr. 
of Retail loans sourced through Digital Lending Platform in 
very short span of time in the FY 2021.

 Another new digital products 'Pre Approved Micro 
Personal Loan has also been launched and shown good 
success, which enables to book 1.30 Lacs personal loan in 
terms of volume through Digital mode only. It is 48% of the 
Personal Loan account sanctioned during the FY 2020-21.

 In present scenario when government is focusing 
on manufacturing units through “Make in India” project 
we are also focussing on giving ease to MSME borrowers 
through digitalization of lending process. Our Bank has 
also digitalized the lending process of MUDRA loans which 
will attract more Applicants. In addition to the existing 
development in retail product line, now Digital Lending 
Platform will enable the prospective MSME and Mudra 
loan seekers to apply for loans through various channels 
viz. Bank's website, M-Connect+, Baroda Connect.

 Our Bank has implemented Digital renewal/ review 
process of MSME loans up to `25 lacs covering 70% of the 
Bank’s MSME portfolio in terms of volume using various 
internal and external data point, which will improve the 
level of compliance in terms of renewal of small ticket size 
MSME loans.

 India’s digital lending market has seen a significant 
rise over the years. The digital lending value increased 
from USD 33 billion in FY15 to USD 150 billion in FY20 and is 
expected to hit the USD 350-billion mark by FY23.

Conclusion
 The digital lending in India is in nascent stage. Phase 
one has just started, where most of the traditional banks 
offer their customers high-quality web and mobile apps. 
An alternate approach is one where digital becomes not 
merely an additional feature but a fully integrated mobile 
experience in which customers use their Smartphone or 
Tablet to do everything from opening a new account, 
making payments to resolving credit card billing disputes, 
availing all types of loans without ever setting foot in 
a physical branch. India is on the verge of a digital 
lending revolution and it should be made sure that this 
lending is done responsibly and fruits of this revolution 
are realized. As several players specially NBFCs and other 
small companies, who are providing digital loans through 
various mobile apps, have access to sensitive consumer 
data, there must be clear guidelines around, for example, 
the type of data that can be held, the length of time 
data can be held for, and restrictions on the use of data. 
Digital lenders should proactively develop and commit to 
a code of conduct that outlines the principles of integrity, 
transparency and consumer protection, with clear 
standards of disclosure and grievance redressal. Apart 
from establishing technological safeguards, educating 
and training customers to spread awareness about digital 
lending is also important.

vvv

Jaya Mishra
Chief Manager & Faculty
Baroda Academy, New Delhi
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Sir, kindly tell us about 
your childhood and family 
background.
I am the youngest member of the 

family of five children. My father is 
a police officer who has been awarded President Police 
medal for meritorious as well as distinguished service. 
My mother is a housewife. Both of them taught as to be 
a good human being. I did my schooling at Santhome 
High School, Chennai and B.Com from Loyola College 
Chennai. I did my Masters in Business Administration (MBA) 
from University of Madras. Thereafter, I completed ICWAI 
from the Institute of Cost and Works Accountants of India. 
I also completed CAIIB and also DBF from the Institute of 
Chartered Financial Analysts of India. I am married to a 
Computer Engineer and my only daughter is also a Post 
Graduate in Computer Science from a reputed university 
in USA and presently working in Bloomberg, New York. She 
is married to a Navy Officer in USA and well settled.

What made you to choose banking as career?
I took advanced banking as a specialisation in my B.Com 
and the subject interested me. Further in the 80s when I 
graduated, banking as a career was next to civil services 
as a preferred choice. In banking arena, Credit attracted 
me the most. I am happy with my choice of banking as 
a career.

How much eventful was your journey up to the rank of 
Executive Director? How does Bank of Baroda stand out 
among its peers?
I enjoyed my career as a banker. I joined Vijaya Bank as 
Financial Analyst in 1989. I thank the bank for giving me 
opportunity to work in various areas of banking. During my 
stint in Vijaya Bank I worked in Credit processing, Industrial 
Finance Branch, Capital market services branch, branch 
banking, Branch Manager, Corporate and Institutional 
credit incharge, CFO, Nodal Officer for demonetisation 
etc. Later I was elevated as Executive Director in Vijaya 
Bank wherein I had opportunity to work in Credit, Treasury, 
Inspection and Recovery.

On merger of Vijaya Bank with Bank of Baroda I was initially 
appointed as Officer on Special Duty (OSD)-ED from 1st 

April 2019 to 30th Sept 2019. As an OSD I was incharge 
of Integration Management Office (IMO) besides 
Information Technology Dept, Digital Banking Dept and 
Navodaya. The first amalgamation of three public sector 
Banks in India was interesting and challenging and a 
fruitful experience for me. In addition lot of IT initiatives 
(Finacle implementation in overseas Territories, Tab 
Banking, Hardware and other IT requirement planning for 
the amalgamated entity, IT centre of Excellence) were all 
initiated and implemented during my tenure. I handled 

the above functions till March 20 from October 2019 
onwards, apart from the above areas I was also given 
charge of corporate and Institutional credit, Treasury, 
International Banking, Cross Selling, Cash Management 
and Trade Finance. The above exposure gave me a lot of 
insight into new areas of Banking particularly in the area 
of International Banking and Cash Management etc.

To conclude, my journey upto the rank of Executive 
Director was smooth though I had setback and failures. 
The failures gave me strength and I can say they were 
stepping stone for success. Bank of Baroda is a large bank 
with substantial national and international presence. 
Our presence after amalgamation has increased 
substantially and is a leading large Public Sector Bank. In 
certain international territories like UAE and Africa, we are 
the major Indian player. The Bank has given opportunity 
for learning and is employee friendly. I always deem it 
as God’s grace that I was blessed to be an Executive 
Director in a large bank with international presence.

You have played a pivotal role in seamless integration of 
two prestigious nationalized Banks with Bank of Baroda. 
What were the challenges Bank faced during this process?
On my reporting as Officer on Special Duty in Bank of 
Baroda in April 2019, apart  from Information Technology 
Dept, Digital Banking Dept, Navodaya etc. I was given 
charge of Integration Management Office (IMO). This 
is the first three way amalgamation of three separate 
Public sector Banks in India (i.e. Vijaya Bank and Dena 
Bank amalgamated with Bank of Baroda). The major 
Challenges were as under:

  This was the first amalgamation of three 
independent Public Sector Bank. There was no 
precedence for us to follow and we had to work 
out all the principle and methods of integration 
abinitio.

  To have a common policy/ standard operating 
procedure in all areas of Banking. This was worked 
out by involving senior management personnel 
from all the three amalgamating Banks.

  To give the confidence among the personnel of 
the three banks that their interest is fully protected 
in the amalgamation process. Minimal interbank 
transfers were effected, key top assignments 
were given to employees of all three banks.

  Periodic feedback survey was conducted by an 
independent agency and remedial measures 
were taken based on survey findings.

  To promote Cooperation and ensure that 
employees of eVB and eDB are tuned to Bank 
of Baroda policy and procedures, buddy branch 

Our Bank will be numero uno Bank in the Country...
- Murali Ramaswami, Ex-Executive Director
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Murali Ramaswami

Shri Murali Ramaswami, Executive Director retired from the services of the Bank on his 
superannuation on 30.11.2020. He served in banking sector for more than three decades. 
Team Bobmaitri talked to him about the experiences of his personal and professional 
life. Excerpts are presented below for fellow readers – Executive Editor.
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concept was introduced. eVB and eDB were 
linked to a nearby BOB branch and a buddy 
was identified in  BOB branch  to  familiarise BOB 
policy and  procedure in eDB and eVB branches.

  To effect faster IT integration, 'branch in branch' 
concept was introduced. Under this concept 
Finacle 10 was simultaneously introduced for 
fresh business in eVB and eDB branches while 
existing business/ accounts continued in Finacle 
7. This enabled the staff members of eVB and 
eDB to get proficient in Finacle 10.

  Rationalisation of Branches - Based on 
independent evaluation, controlling offices, 
branches of BOB, eDB and eVB were rationalised. 
This enabled cost reduction besides optimum use 
of manpower.

  Rationalisation of offices - We have rationalised 
controlling offices, inspection dept, service 
branches and currency chests taking into 
account the optimum use of manpower, span of 
control and cost control.

You were handling Bank’s various important portfolios like 
Large Corporate, Corporate & Institutional Credit, Treasury 
and also Bank’s International Operations etc. Could you 
please elaborate what were the challenges the Bank 
faced to achieve the growth in these areas?
I enjoyed working in the above areas and each of the 
challenges was considered as an opportunity.

 A) In large Corporate and Institutional Credit, the 
main challenges were competitive pricing, 
absence of Greenfield projects and TAT. 
However, we were able to tackle the above 
challenges effectively and show good quality 
corporate credit growth. As on 31st Dec 2020, our 
Bank achieved an all time high corporate credit 
growth of Rs. 329274 cr up from Rs. 303375 cr as 
on 31st Dec 2019 (YOY growth of 8.53% inspite of 
Covid and economic slowdown).

 B) In international operations the major challenges 
were:

  I) To meet compliance requirement of various 
international regulators.

  II) To show continuous growth in business.

  III) Control Deliquencies.

The above Challenges were met by close monitoring, 
frequent review and proper staffing with expertise 
particularly in the area of compliance. The total business 
of the overseas Branches Increased to Rs. 235842 cr as on 
31st Dec 20 as against Rs. 233648 cr as on 31st Dec 19. In 
treasury due to high liquidity, deployment of surplus funds 
was done in a judicial manner ensuring good profitability 
and return for the bank.

Entire banking industry is going through unprecedented 
changes. As a successful banking leader what is your 
outlook on shape of the industry especially Bank of 
Baroda in coming days?
The banking industry has undergone huge structural 
changes in the last two years. Amalgamation of Public 

Sector Banks has ensured merger of two or three public 
sector banks. This has improved the reach and business 
level of the amalgamated entity. The COVID and the 
resultant lockdown has put a great strain on banking 
industry. Delinquencies, in the asset portfolio of the 
banks are increasing. Though IBC has come into effect, 
resolution process has not got the optimum momentum. 
There are few Greenfield projects only. This reduced 
the scope for deployment of resources. More lending 
happened in retail assets which hampered the return. 
Excess liquidity resulted in deployment of funds in short 
term money market investments wherein the return was 
low.

Bank of Baroda has completed the amalgamation 
process successfully. This has improved the reach, size 
and the expertise in the bank. The bank’s overseas 
branches provide scope for increased business apart 
from risk diversification. The slippages are under control in 
the bank. The provision coverage ratio is substantial. The 
bank with a young work force coupled with experienced 
management will be a front runner in the Indian banking 
industry in the years to come.

Amidst busy schedule of banking life, how could you 
manage a balance between personal and professional 
life?
Honestly I confess that I did not manage a balance 
between personal and professional life. I spent more 
time in profession and less time with family. However, 
as a matter of principle I mostly spend my Sundays with 
the family. This way I managed the balance between 
professional and personal life to some extent.
What do you think about our Bank which it should aspire 
for and what is your message for the fellow Barodians 
especially to the GenNext?
Our Bank at present is the third largest PSB and fourth largest 
bank in the country. I am confident with the committed 
manpower and our reach including International reach, 
it should not be difficult proposition to reach the numero 
uno position Bank in the country. My message to Fellow 
Barodian is our institution is a great institution having a 
dedicated team and International presence. Our aim 
is to give good customer service, improve our digital 
push, lend cautiously with focus on growth, aggressively 
pursue business particularly CASA and effectively tackle 
stressed accounts. I am sure in another 5 years horizon 
our bank will be numero uno or near numero uno bank in 
the country. My Dear Barodians, there is no substitute for 
hard work. The hard work coupled with love and passion 
for excellence will enable our Bank to reach pinnacle of 
success.
Sir, what is your post-retirement plan?
Post retirement, I am now settled at Chennai, the city 
from where I hail from. I plan to devote some time for 
physical exercises and Yoga. I am also interested in 
learning. I intend to pursue insolvency professional course 
to enhance my knowledge. I will spend more quality 
time with my family. I am interested in contributing to 
the society in whatever way I can through my banking 
knowledge and hard works. I always want to be busy 
and spend my life productively and for the welfare and 
development of our country.

vvv
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Digital Lending -A New Era

Innovations in digital lending are enabling financial 
service providers (FSPs) to offer better products to more 
underserved clients in faster, more cost-efficient and 
engaging ways. It helps to meet the unmet credit need, in 
the micro enterprise and low income consumer segment 
in India. It helps to reduce borrowing from informal 
channels through informal borrowings. It also simplifies 
the process of borrowing. It is a Time-Saving process as it 
saves time spent uselessly in banks

India’s digital lending market has seen a significant rise 
over the years. The digital lending value increased from 
USD 33 billion in FY15 to USD 150 billion in FY20 and is 
expected to hit the USD 350-billion mark by FY23.

Latest platform for digital banking
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

BUSINESS LEAD

Customer approach for 
lending products have 
changed dramatically over 
the years. With customers 
being online 24/7, they 
share a lot of behavioural 
footprint on digital lenders properties of lenders or their 
affiliates. AI are helping lending institution to understand 
the customer behaviour and on this basis are advising 
products to their customers.

Now days with the help of AI banks are also analysing their 
customer transactions and advising different products to 
suitable customer on regular interval. In our bank PAL are 
the best example.

CREDIT HEALTH

Customer credit scoring/
eligibility for a loan 
is a major challenge 
for a critical business 
differentiator for Banks. In 
a nutshell, credit scoring 
is both an operational 
and a business driver 
for all the lenders. AI 
are disrupting this area and helping banks to grow 
their portfolio. AI can use a lot of data points related to 
customer behaviour, financial history, income tax history, 
and other transactions. To derive a credit risk score for a 
customer. lenders have been using financial and other 
data in the past for credit. However, with AI, they can 
utilize more data points on customer behaviour and that 

gives them a key differentiator.

Fintech
BUNDLING THE SERVICES

In normal credit 
decision the mode of 
accessing potential 
borrowers in need of 
credit, underwriting and 
entering into loan agreements is offline through brick and 
mortar outlets supported by call centres and business units. 
Banks and NBFCs rely heavily on hard copy documents, 
on traditional data sources like income statements and 
credit scores, on face to face meetings and on wet 
signatures. This makes technology just another support 
system for the brick and mortar world of doing business. 
The full leveraging of technology and true digitisation in 
the lending business started with Fintech companies in 
India. The segments that are extremely benefited from 
FINTECH are urban retail consumers, agriculture sector 
and the MSME segment etc.

PARTNERSHIP MODEL

In specific segments (travel, 
food and hospitality for 
e.g.) banks have tied up 
with Fintech companies 
that source and underwrite 
potential borrowers for 
banks. Indifi is the best 
example of such type of 
model. Tag line of Indifi 
“Whether you are in the business of travel, hospitality, 
retail, ecommerce or trading, Indifi gets you a loan easily, 
quickly and without collaterals.”

INVOICE DISCOUNTING

Invoice discounting enables businesses to gain instant 
access to cash tied up in unpaid invoices and tap into the 
value of their sales ledger. It's simple: when you invoice 
a customer or client, you receive a percentage of the 
total from the lender, providing your business with a cash 
flow boost. Some Fintech companies like KredX operate 
exchanges where unpaid invoices can be discounted 
by SMEs to a network of financiers (Banks, NBFCs), wealth 
managers and retail investors.
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Captive models

Now days customer 
organization are 
taking strategic 
decision to create 
its presence in the 
lower cost location 
and conduct work 
there as a part of its 
own operations.

In this context companies that exist in entirely different 
businesses are now entering the lending space in order 
to lend to their captive customer base either directly by 
setting up NBFCs or by partnering with institutions like OLA.

Original equipment manufacturer, an organization that 
makes devices from component parts bought from other 
organizations

OEMs are also developing now days a holistic sales 
financing strategy. This does not only maintain the 
competitiveness of the OEMs but it also boosts sales due 
to the enhanced offering – especially one-stop-solutions 
– as well as it allows OEMs to tap new revenue and profit 
pools from its new financial services activities.

Market Places

Paisa Bazaar

We are familiar with Paisa Bazaar that connect borrowers 
with financial institutions. They provide the value add of 
digitizing the entire process flow to provide borrowers with 
a seamless digital experience.

Money Tap

Money Tap is a Bengaluru-based company. It disrupted 
the digital lending business by offering lines of credit in the 
form of personal loans for consumers, in partnership with 
RBL Bank. One of its notable features is that it has a very 
simple documentation process for getting a personal 
loan. The mobile app also allows you to keep track of all 
the borrowings.

Capital Float

This fintech company uses its own proprietary loan 
underwriting systems to lend to potential borrowers. It has 
partnerships with clients like Uber, Paytm and Shopclues. 
It is now aiming to reach out to kirana store owners and 
small-time merchants.

MobiKwik

MobiKwik was founded in 2009 and it started as a digital 
payments company, where it provided a phone-based 
payment system. The company eventually grew into 
a digital financial services platform and boasts of a 
customer base of 100 million.

Faircent

Faircent is India’s first RBI registered peer-to-peer lending 
marketplace where an individual can lend money to 
a borrower. Their mission is to provide a platform that 
connects those in need of credit with institutions and 
individuals who are willing to lend.

Blockchain technology

It has been observed that intermediaries are posted at 
nearly every stop throughout loan approval, lengthening 
the whole credit approval process. A new innovation in 
the finance industry, blockchain lending builds on the 
Peer-to-Peer model of blockchain and incorporates 
traditional lending to create a time-efficient, seamless 
system. Through blockchain lending, traditional banking 
becomes obsolete and the reliance on third-party 
intermediaries will be eliminated.

This automated, decentralized system significantly 
reduces operational risks and speeds up the loan process.

In the secondary market, thousands of lenders and 
investors are engaged in transactions every day, making 
tracking excessively complicated. Blockchain is further 
supporting the usage of smart contracts in this market.

Handling Home Loans

Under home loans, blockchain has the ability to 
condense the lengthy, complicated mortgage process 
by eliminating third-party intermediaries, certifications 
and inherent delays in processing. This can improve the 
loan procedure entirely by reducing costs, developing 
incorruptible records, and promoting rapid settlement for 
all parties involved.

A Breakdown of Mortgages with Blockchain

Transferring Money, Making Payments, and Receiving 
Payments

Processing of credit proposal by using of blockchain 
technology and thereafter disbursing to related party 
without unnecessary hindrance by intermediaries is the 
beauty of this blockchain technology. This tools and 
applications to pay suppliers or remote employees in 
a way that is faster, more secure, and lower cost than 
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traditional lending methods.

Trade Finance

Conventional Method
Most of the trade finance 
activities involve a substantial 
amount of physical paperwork 
being shuffled back and forth 
between the importer, exporter, 
importer’s bank, exporter’s 
bank, shipping company, 
receiving company, local 
shippers, insurers, and others. This 
reliance on documents usually 
has drawbacks, including the 
cost and time required to prepare, transmit, and check 
these documents. Some pain points of traditional trade 
finance is as under:
	  Invoice factoring
	  Manual contract creation
	  Delayed timeline
  Manual AML review
  Delayed payment
  Duplicative bills of lading
  Multiple platforms

Blockchain Method
Blockchain technology 
holds the potential to 
change business processes 
by redefining value chain 
interactions, reducing 
operational complexity, and 
reducing transaction costs.

In 2016, Barclays announced 
its cooperation with fintech 
start-up named ‘Wave’ 
to initiate the supposed 
first global trade transaction with its blockchain-based 
letter of credit project using the Wave blockchain 
platform. The transaction guaranteed the trade of almost  
USD100, 000 worth of cheese and butter between Irish 
agricultural food co-operative Ornua and the Seychelles 
Trading Company.

In May 2018, HSBC and ING Bank executed the first 
commercially viable pilot trade through blockchain 
for Cargill’s shipment of soyabean to Argentina from 
Malaysia. HSBC Singapore and ING Geneva acted as 
the issuing bank and the nominated bank for Cargill 
Singapore and Switzerland respectively. This transaction 
between Cargill and Cargill was completed on the R3 
Cordablockchain platform.

In October 2018, another transaction took place between 
Reliance Industries in India and Tricon Energy in Peru. For 
this polymer shipment, HSBC India served as the advising 
and negotiating bank for Reliance Industries and IMG 
issued the letter of credit for Tricon. In this transaction, 
the trade was fully digitized as it enabled the transfer of 
title of goods. This was made possible by integrating with 

Bolero’s electronic bill of lading.

Bank Of Baroda & Bank Chain Consortium

To explore Block Chain Technology and to move towards 
a collaborative and transparent banking environment 
Bank of Baroda has joined the consortium a community 
of 24 Indian and global banks and financial institutions.

Benefits

	   The decentralised nature of the technology, 
which removes middlemen.

	  Complete transparency.

	   Immutable records that can’t be changed 
once they are created, improving the auditing 
process.

	   Efficiency plus the enablement of fast 
transactions.

	  Reducing costs when implemented properly.

	   Using highly effective encryption technology so 
that it can improve security.

Our Bank’s Digital Lending Initiatives

Pre -approved Micro PL

Eligible customers will be informed through SMS / email.
Alternatively, customers can also check the eligibility and 
limit by typing " PAPL< space >< last four digits of BoB debit 
card No.> and send it to 8422009988 from the registered 
mobile number.

 Tie up with Amazon

We have partnered with Amazon for our e-Commerce 
overdraft product. Those merchants who are engaged 
in manufacturing/trading activity through e-commerce 
portal are the target group.

PSBLoansin59minutes

PSB Loans in 59 minutes is an online marketplace which 
helps in providing loan amount starting from Rs 1 Lakh 
to Rs 5 Crore to all the business entity. This initiative was 
taken to ease the MSME Business by reducing the loan 
approval process. The platform leverages technology to 
strengthen credit delivery system and facilitate smooth 
flow of credit to MSMEs in hassle free manner.

The fintech platform is developed by Capita World 
Platform Pvt Ltd (CWPPL) SIDBI along with five identified 
PSB acquired majority stakes in CWPPL. Bank of Baroda is 
one of the investor bank.

TReDS Online Discounting Platform

This online platform enables discounting of invoices of 
MSME sellers through a bidding process to ensure prompt 
realisation of receivables. Bank of Baroda has on boarded 
all 3 RBI approved Trade Receivables Discounting System 
(TReDS) platforms i.e. A. TREDS, RXIL, MYNDSOL thereby 
becoming the first Bank to support this novel Fintech 
initiative.

New Launching of “Digital Lending Platform”

Launch of Digital Lending Platform is the next step 
in maintaining our Bank’s position as the front runner 
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institution in meeting the government’s primary objectives 
of latest Enhanced Access and Service Excellence 
guidelines.

Prospective loan seekers should apply for Home loan, 
Car Loan, personal Loan, MSME & Mudra Loan through 
various channels viz. Bank's website, M-Connect+, Baroda 
Connect and receive sanction/disbursement through a 
Digital First mode.

Fountainhead of Innovation: BOB-IITB IC

Located within IIT Bombay campus in Powai, the 
centre is first of its kind initiative with industry-academia 
partnership focused on fintech between a leading BFSI 
organization and a Technology Institute of Eminence. 
The objective of the centre is to evaluate and adopt 
emerging technologies,develop a culture of Innovation, 
foster innovations in the financial hardware space and 
contribute to bank’s digital strategy.

Conclusion

It is no puzzler that digital lending is a much better option 
to go for with the rapid shift of banking operations to 
digital means, getting a loan is becoming easier. With 
emerging new-age technologies, the future of digital 
lending is bright. It is the perfect time for traditional  lenders 
to upgrade their offerings to digital means and offer their 
customers an easy yet effective way to get loans using 
digital lending.

vvv

Ashutosh Kumar Srivastava
Chief Manager & Faculty
Baroda Academy, Lucknow
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On 11th February, 2021 Chennai Zone launched a virtual global 
platform by putting up digital stalls for online touring/ buying housing 
projects from 100+ builders to home seekers with on the spot funding 
opportunity. Zonal Head Shri R Mohan, Deputy Zonal Head Shri 
Gabriel Mahatma, Regional Head Shri Ramanuj Sharma and other staff 
members were present on the occasion.

Chennai Zone organizes "Baroda Virtual 
Property Fair 2021"
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Celebrations
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On 25th February, 2021 Madurai Region organised Trade 
Finance Customer Meet. Regional Manager Shri M. P 
Sudhakaran, General Manager (Head - Trade & Forex) 
Shri S A Sudarsan and other staff members were present 
on the occasion.

Madurai Region organises  
Trade Finance Customer Meet
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Alternative Lending Revolution
Abstract:
Alternative Lending is a Digital lending. It is new and 
emerging area in the field of lending. Lending through 
digital platform, right from receipt of loan application to 
disbursement of loans, is known as digital lending. Digital 
lending gains momentum as a result of employing new 
technologies, new credit scoring algorithms and inclusive 
approach.

Introduction:
Digital lending revolution is led by innovative fintech 
companies and has re-defined the rules of traditional 
banking in India. Banks need to adapt to new technologies 
and adapt to the changes and transformations which 
are happening in the world of digital lending to remain 
in synchronize with the time because digitization of the 
lending process brings a number of powerful benefits for 
banks, including better decisions, improved customer 
experience, and significant cost savings. With nearly 
500 million internet users in the country, digital lending 
has opened up opportunities for a large segment of the 
country’s population to access affordable credit like 
never before.

Primary reasons for the exponential growth in the digital 
lending space are the enabling policy of e-KYC/ Video 
KYC where users can verify their demographic details 
and other relevant information needed to fulfil regulatory 
requirements using the Aadhar framework and the 
formalization and acceptance of the Indian credit rating 
system. These two positive developments have made it 
possible for fintech to rapidly onboard customers online 
with minimum paperwork and to evaluate individual 
credit risk through new credit scoring algorithms. Once 
the customer is on-boarded, his/her creditworthiness can 
be evaluated objectively making a decision of approving 
or disapproving the loan.
Players in digital lending have expanded their customer 
base and their loan portfolios. Digital lenders are now 
aggressively attending to the credit needs of the small 
business/MSME’s and the informal sector along with Retail 
Loans like Personal/Car/Home.
Some of the key features of digital lending that make it an 
ideal alternative source of lending are as under:
Online Access:
Digitalisation allows consumers to register on an online 
lending platform from their computers/laptop or 
smartphones, fill out a loan application, and upload the 
necessary documents – all in a matter of a few minutes. 
Unlike traditional banks which take a minimum of seven 
to eight business days to process and approve loans, 
digital lending platforms can reduce this time to just a few 
minutes.
Minimal Paperwork:
Digital lending platforms have the ability to assess a 
borrower’s creditworthiness within minutes based on the 

data given by the customer. These platforms tap into 
various data points and apply predictive models and 
algorithms to derive useful insights on the borrower in order 
to assess their creditworthiness and ability to repay the 
loan. Further, the introduction of Aadhaar-based e-KYC 
has helped digital lending platforms substantially reduce 
the turnaround time for processing loan applications by 
making the verification process completely paperless.

Flexibility:

Digital lending platforms offer borrowers a flexible credit 
line. Moreover, borrowers can repay their loans through 
flexible and affordable EMIs.

Conclusion:

Both existing and emerging technologies are being 
leveraged to a great extent by the alternative digital 
lending sector. These technologies have substantially 
reduced the hassles associated with the borrowing 
process, eliminating paperwork, and shifting the entire 
customer journey online. Although still at a developing 
stage, customer insights derived through advanced 
predictive analytic models powered by AI and machine 
learning will play a greater role in helping digital lenders 
develop specific loan products for customers in the future. 
Nevertheless, the level of convenience and seamlessness 
offered by digital lenders is far greater than that which 
traditional lending institutions are currently equipped to 
deliver.

The successful implementation and the exponential 
growth in the digital lending space have now forced 
traditional banks to redefine and adapt their business 
models with changing times. Banks have started working 
with fintech start ups across the spectrum to streamline 
their existing processes and to catch up on the innovation 
that is happening in the space.

Our Bank envisages a Digital First operating model 
to deliver enhanced customer experience through 
customized digital solutions tailored to suit the 
requirements of various segments.

In the 1st Phase of implementation of the platform, Bank 
enables the applicants to avail 'Agreement in Principle' 
for their loan requirements of Home Loan, Car Loan and 
Personal Loan in a few clicks with minimal, mandatory 
documentation through a paperless process at the 
convenience of their place and time of choice.

vvv

Sumit Garg
Chief Manager & Faculty
Baroda Academy, Chandigarh
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Have you ever thought that its almost mid-day and 
you have barely gotten any work done despite being 
constantly at it? Has it ever happened that the To-Do 
list you made for the day has none to barely few items 
checked off at the end of the day? Does it bother you 
that your plan for the day has been totally cartwheeled 
because your boss threw something urgent to be 
attended to?

If your answer to most of the above is yes, then you are 
not alone. With blurring boundaries of office time and 
family time due to Work from Home model, the feeling 
is more than ever. We seem to be running a race on a 
treadmill. The good news is, that there are ways to be 
more in control of your long elusive hours that seem to 
be lost.

Here are 3 strategies which will help you navigate your 
day better:

1. Making a ‘to-do’ list of tasks at hand for the next day, 
just before signing off for today.

• I realised that, till I reached my desk for the day, I had 
no clue how my day was going to be.

• After I made a ‘to-do’ list of things I need to be ahead 
of, I realised how heavy/light my day was going to 
be.

• I generally like to take new initiatives and have follow-
up meeting on such day. But I realised since I didn’t 
plan on those meetings in advance, I didn’t have a 
complete data for the follow ups.

• That’s how I started making my to do list for next day, 
just before I got done for the day.

• I realised I was getting better results and certainty 
around my next work day. Since it has worked for me, 
may be it will work for you too

2. Make the ‘Ping Pong’ ‘To do’ list of tasks at hand
• We all make our ‘To- Do’ lists, but I suggest you try this 

new way and see for yourself how effect it is!

• Adding a weighted average score of importance 
score (1 being least important and 5 being most 
important) and time to be taken score (1 being less 
time and 5 being more time) against the items.

• List the items based on score (highest scorer comes 
at the top of the list)

• The way to further work this list would be to check 
off one time from the top and the next one (less 
important, less time taking) from the bottom. (Do you 
see, the ping pong now?)

• The item at the top of the list would definitely be the 
most herculean task of the day. Taking this task head 
on, right in the morning will give you a sense of being 
‘ahead’. Tackling it in the morning will also, help you 
connect your various stakeholders and colleagues 
who will also get enough time to turnaround with your 
request during the same day.

• Checking off the item at the bottom of the list would 
not only give instant gratification and a sense of 
achievement but also, will help you manage the 
volume on the list.

3. Prioritize those meetings ruthlessly
• Meetings are now being held on Zoom/ Microsoft 

Teams has made it easy to be scheduled and 
attended.

• But, they have increasingly taken a big chunk of your 
time.

• Before scheduling one, do ask yourself, if this can be 
communicated over an email?

• Be sure of inviting only the ones absolutely necessary 
to attend or if you think they would have something 
to add value to the preposition.

• This way, you will not only save your time, but also 
theirs.

 The artificial intelligence industry is predicted to be 
worth USD 37 billion approximately by 2024 if we 
assume 5 year CAGR to be 18.4%. Subsets within AI 
are being developed at record speed to increase 
the productively with more and more of employees 
working remote. Senior Management is looking to 
lean on AI to enhance the new routines where sheer 
increase in the number of virtual meeting is impacting 
their productivity. Time management is not only 
important for you to perform at your work place but 
also it is pertinent to your overall growth and quality 
of output. With new ways of working, we need time 
management now, more than ever.

vvv

Yatri Thacker,
Chief Manager,
BCC, Mumbai

How To Manage Time 
Better At Work And 

Otherwise
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On 24th February 2021, Trivandrum Region inaugurated new 
premises of its Konni Branch. The new premises was inaugurated 
by Zonal Head Shri K Venkatesan in presence of Regional 
Manager Shri Prajit Kumar D, Deputy Regional Manager Shri 
Anand Kumar Jha, Branch Manager Shri Vinith Z Joshy and 
other staff members of the branch.

Trivandrum Region inaugurates new 
premises of Konni Branch
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On 14th January 2021, Kolkata Zone inaugurated Dedicated 
Wealth Management Lounge for Baroda Radiance Customers 
at Camac Street Branch. Zonal Head Shri Debabrata Das, 
Deputy Zonal Head Shri P K Das, Network DGM Shri Alok Kumar 
Sinha, Regional Head (KMR) Shri Govinda Biswas, Regional 
Head (KMR 2) Shri Kallor Biswas and other staff members were 
present on this occasion.

Kolkata Zone inaugurates  
Dedicated Wealth Management  Lounge

On 29th March 2021, Ernakulam Region inaugurated new 
premises of its Palarivattom Branch. Deputy Zonal Head Shri 
Ziyad Rahuman, Regional Head Shri Babu Ravishankar, DRM 
Shri Tony Vempilly, Branch Manager Shri. Arun Subramanian 
and other staff members were present on the occasion.

Ernakulam Region inaugurates new 
premises of Palarivattom Branch
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Celebrations
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Town hall meet for Thrissur District Branches was organized by Thrissur 
Region on 09th March, 2021. Zonal Head (Ernakulam Zone) Shri 
K Venkatesan, Regional Head Shri G. Gopakumar and other staff 
members were present on the occasion.

 Thrissur Region organises Town Hall 
Meet
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Madurai Region conducted Town Hall meeting on 17th February 2021. 
Zonal Head Shri R Mohan, Regional Head Shri M P Sudhakaran, 
Deputy Regional Manager Shri Santhosh K J and other staff members 
were present on the occasion.

Madurai Region organizes Town Hall 
Meeting
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On 05th March 2021, Town hall meet for Kollam District Branches 
was organised by Trivandrum Region. Zonal Head (Ernakulam Zone) 
Shri K Venkatesan, Regional Head Shri Prajit Kumar D and other staff 
members were present on the occasion.

Trivandrum Region organises Town 
Hall Meet 
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On 12th February 2021, MSME customer meet and interaction 
session was organized by Ernakulam Zone. Zonal Head Shri K 
Venkatesan and DGM (MSME, BCC, Mumbai) Shri Rengarajan, 
Regional Head (Ernakulam) Shri Babu Ravishankar, Regional Head 
(Thrissur) Shri.Gopakumar and other staff members were present 
on the occasion.

 Ernakulam Zone organizes MSME 
Customer Meet
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Covid 19 has accelerated the pace of acceptance 
of digital payment systems and there are encouraging 
trends that portents to wider acceptance among different 
segments of society. This shift in payment preference 
is particularly evident in the last 10 years wherein the 
volume of paper clearing, which comprised of 60% of 
total retail payments in the financial year (FY) 2010-11 
has shrunk to a mere 3% in FY 2019-20. Retail electronic 
payments are now dominating the retail payment space 
with around 61% share in terms of volume and 75% share 
in terms of value during FY 2019-20. The total value of 
digital transactions touched Rs 1, 620 lakh crore in terms 
of value and 35bn in terms of volume in FY 2019-20.
Even amidst the Covid-19 pandemic related National 
lockdown, the electronic payment system remained 
resilient though it declined in the initial phase but with 
gradual relaxation of lockdown there was pickup in terms 
of value and volume. The payment system recorded a 
growth of 26.2% in terms of volume in FY 2021 on top of 
the expansion of 44.2% in the previous year (RBI, Annual 
Report, 2021). The share of digital transactions in the total 
volume of non-cash retail payments increased to 98.5% in 
FY 2021 from 97.0% in the previous year.
According to a report by FIS Global, India has emerged 
as the global leader in real-time payments, handling 41 
million transactions per day in October 2020. Among the 
different channels of electronic payments, the Immediate 
Payment System (IMPS), and Unified Payment Interface 
(UPI) have predominant presence in real-time payments. 
However, UPI showed wider acceptance and continues 
to scale new benchmarks in processing transactions. In 
the retail segment, UPI recorded 273 crore transactions 
with value crossing the Rs 5 lakh crore mark for the first 
time.
In FY 2021, UPI processed nearly 22 billion transactions, 
making India a rare large market where consumers are 
relying on it for wide range of payments as it supports push 
and pull transactions, and enables payments instantly 
and around the clock. The UPI scheme owes its swift rise 
in part to its openness to nonbank participation to build 
primary interfaces for people to initiate transactions 
directly from their bank accounts. Moreover, it allows 
multiple use cases and interoperates with other payment 
systems.
The unique aspect of UPI is that banks are an important 
element in the payments framework unlike a situation 
where majority of mobile transactions occur through a 
pair of apps that offer stored-value wallets. For instance in 
China, Ant Financial’s Alipay and Tencent Holdings Ltd.’s 
WeChat Pay have cornered mobile payments, causing 
deposit leakage from banks.

Among the different apps of UPI, Google Pay and 
PhonePe remained leaders as the most popular UPI 
payment apps.  In May 2021, these two apps handled 
around 85% of UPI transactions.
Recently, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) even proposed 
the creation of a new digital retail payments organization 
to prevent a monopoly of NPCI, which is deemed too 
successful with its UPI platform.
This trend of shift in favour of digital transactions is expected 
to gather further steam as per the results of a study 
conducted by People Research on India’s Consumer 
Economy (PRICE) in partnership with the National 
Payments Corporation of India (NPCI). This study covered 
5314 households across 25 states with a sample designed 
to represent states and households across the income 
spectrum, the survey was aimed at understanding the 
awareness, adoption and use behaviour of households 
with respect to digital payments. The broad observations 
of the study suggests that there is high level of awareness 
of UPI and other payment apps across income levels 
though the knowledge about its usage is not widely 
spread. Smart phone ownership is increasing and 57% 
of poor households own smart phones. The banking 
system is very well connected digitally to respon dents 
via Aadhaar linkages and SMS facility even at the lower 
income groups

Source:
RBI (2021) : Booklet on Payment Systems, January.
RBI (2021) : Annual Report,

vvv

Covid 19 and payment systems

Piyusha Hukeri
Senior Manager
BCC, Mumbai
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The overall Indian food service industry is estimated to 
be Rs 5.99 trillion by 2022-23, growing at a compounded 
annual growth rate of 9 percent, as per a report published 
by National Restaurant Association of India (NRAI). It also 
noted that the market size was Rs 4.23 trillion in 2018-19.
The use of digital platforms is vast and the world is striving 
to get the usage of technology in a variety of streams. 
Today, it is possible to hear a whole lot about Artificial 
Intelligence (AI), as there is absolutely growing number 
of organizations exploring the use of technology. The 
benefits offered by IoT technology in the food and 
beverage industry are plenty, and the impact of the 
technology is also extremely impressive over the last few 
years.
Role of IoT in Food Sector
IoT plays a vital role in food processing, which gathers 
data by device network and convey via Internet. IoT 
is the backbone for sensing and coding the data and 
grocery companies which use it as the food tracking 
technology. Adoption of IoT in the food industry depends 
upon reach of technology up to the suppliers, retailers as 
well as transporters. Food delivery apps like Zomato and 
Swiggy and quick service restaurants like McDonald’s, 
KFC, Domino’s, Pizza Hut already started using IoT and 
give food choices to the consumers when they order 
food. It is predicted that over the years, the food habits 
of the consumers will be decided by these app based 
companies and the data analytics will come out with 
précised data about the food consumption patterns. To 
see one of the utility, one can follow the annual report 
released by Swiggy which suggests the geography 
specific demand in food order, type of food ordered, 
quantity and price point. These information which was 
otherwise not available earlier, can now help in providing 
consumer insights to the processors / suppliers.
IoT makes prominent application to the food processors, 
retailers and suppliers by providing more opportunities for 
exploring the food business. This technology greatly helps 
to reduce food waste, cost and risk of contamination. 
Moreover, IoT implementation provides quite impressive 
benefits to the food industry by usage of various sensors 
to monitor the adequate production level, shipping 

duration and consequently the status of manufactured 
food products until, reach to the consumers.
For providing better and safe foods through IoT, utilisation 
of real-time temperature sensors is done to track the 
condition of manufactured food product ensuring with 
effective cold chain system. In case of IoT logistics, 
to attain safer food advance technology of Radio-
Frequency Identification (RFID) transmitters and Global 
Positioning System (GPS) is used throughout distribution 
chain from manufacturing to shipping. Now a days almost 
all refer vans are connected through this technology.  IoT 
plays vital role in different areas as follows as:
Artificial Intelligence in food Industry
Artificial Intelligence facilitates to use massive datasets of 
specific agricultural info and method to make the delivery 
faster. Entirely, machine learning may also be applied 
around flavour and nutrition to create various great 
foods. 3D foods, designer foods, DNA based food options 
could be possible with machine language. However, AI 
will never replace humans in the food industry, as humans 
will always be needed to oversee operations, repair and 
maintain old equipment, and come up with creative 
ideas for new food opportunities. The major three areas in 
AI could be used are as follows;
i) Sorting of food and identification of spoilages
 It can be quite time-consuming to sort fresh produce 

in order to prepare it for the manufacturing of canned 
and bagged goods. Viz. Sorting the size of potatoes 
can help manufacturers make decisions regarding 
which ones should be made into French fries, potato 
chips, or hash browns. One of the most advanced 
AI applications in the food industry is TOMRA system 
company aids for sorting food, which uses sensor-
based optical sorting solutions with machine learning 
functionalities. It uses cameras and near-infrared 
sensors to view food in the same way that consumers 
do, and sorts it based on this data, saving time and 
money and improving product quality. Algorithms 
could be developed and robotics could be deployed 
in the future to sort out the produces and to detect 
the spoilage in food system. Retort foods could be 
better detected with Artificial Intelligence.

ii) Improving the supply chain
 AI helps in supply chain management, as food safety 

regulations have become strict and companies 
need to be more transparent about their operations. 
The technology helps companies test and monitor 
food safety products at every step of the supply 
chain. It helps in creating more accurate forecasts 
to help manage pricing and inventory, while it also 
tracks products from farm to consumer to offer 
transparency. The reefer vans of Radhakrishna 
Foodland, a supplier of frozen foods to Mc Donalds 
tracks the GPS location of vehicle and temperature 
of the container. The PDS beneficiaries in few states 
and the state administration are able to track the 
movement of loaded foodgrain trucks through GPS 
fitted on it and gets alerts through updates in the 
mobile number. This prevents any change of route, 
theft, manipulation of stock etc.

iii) Ensuring personal hygiene
 AI is also helping to improve personal hygiene in 

a food plant, which is just as important as hygiene 
in a kitchen and the utility places, and helps to 

Digital transformation: 
Revolutionizing Food  
Service Sector
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dreaming-dreaming about the 
first 4 lines of her poem. The pen 
and paper got its master and at 
midnight a writer was born. After 
that it was poem after poem about 
Parents, Nature, India and Children. To 
possess such talent and understanding 
of social issues at such a young age 
was truly the mark of a genius. 

She wrote her first novel “Forever” 
while preparing for banking 
examinations and published it 
on an online platform ‘Wattpad’ 
which gained more than 80k 
followers, two awards and an 
honorary mention after which it 
was selected by Diamond pocket 
books for publication. Many online 
and offline interviews tell us the 
scope of her success. Her 2nd book 
“5:45 am: The morning that changed 
everything” is a short thriller novel that 
gained 2nd rank in amazon’s best 
sellers horror category. Even after 
achieving so much at such a young 
age she is known to be kind and 
compassionate yet equally fierce 
and hardworking. The kind of woman 

Tanya Walia joined 
“Bank of Baroda” 

family on 17th October 
2018. Her career 
started with Haldwani 
Main Branch in 
which she is currently 
posted. She inherited 

her problem solving 
skills and empathy 

towards customers from her father 
who is the Regional Head of Ludhiana. 
Apart from being a hard working 
employee, she is also a published 
author with Diamond Pocketbooks. 

It is said that the pen is mightier than 
the sword. It can make or break one’s 
perception of the world and that is what 
our young employee ‘Tanya Walia’ 
proves with her novels. They take you 
into a world of otherworldly creatures 
and a roller coaster of emotions that 
makes you think about life beyond 
this realm. She owes this particular 
line of thinking to how her journey 
started as a writer in the first place. 
When all the other 14 years old were 
busy playing hide and seek, she was  

ensure that a facility is compliant with regulations. 
Companies have been working on creating smart 
solutions to use AI-powered solution to improve 
hygiene system. The system, which can also be used 
in restaurants, uses cameras to monitor workers, and 
it uses facial-recognition and object-recognition 
software to determine if workers are wearing hats 
and masks as required by food safety laws. The Brain 
Corp developed cleaning robot which can  continue 
the cleaning (sweeping, mopping, disinfecting 
etc.) activities for a defined area without causing 
interruption.

iv) Blockchain management in food domain
 Current scenario food sector is now crippled with 

supply chain inefficiencies, frauds, and scandals. 
Most of the food industries are facing the issues from 
the inherent lack of trust and transparency within the 
supply chain system. Our current food system today 
fails to meet the requirement of transparency and 
assurance demanded by the many consumers. Food 
traceability about the place of growing, conditions, 
inputs used, etc. can be traced through a QR code 
to win customer confidence. Today, consumer is 

not confident about the organic produce they are 
buying and hence traceability can help in a big 
way. The traceability solution by Cropin, Agnext and 
Stellaps are few to name.

Conclusion
Although, there will be challenges during the 
implementation of the smart technology in the food 
industry, at the same time many food companies have 
witnessed growth of revenue through adopting IoT, AI 
and block chain concepts. The future for sensor based 
technologies to be used in food sector is unavoidable. 
With the adoption of advanced technology by digital 
transformation, food industries will experience a new path 
to serve safe food in new trends. Other than reducing 
drudgery, the foods will maintain its taste, flavour and 
upheld the consumer preferences and trust over the 
period of time.

vvv

Krutti Sundar Patra,
Senior Manager  
Head Office, Baroda

Tanya Walia

Bank of Baroda needs within its 
institution. Her 3rd novel “The Rebirth 
of the Queen” is to be launched soon 
on amazon. 

Team Bobmaitri congratulates her for 
outstanding achivement in the field 
of literary writing.

vvv
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Bank of Baroda (Uganda) Ltd celebrated its 67th foundation 
day.  Managing Director Shri R K Meena, Executive Director Shri 
Manoj Kumar Bakshi and other staff members were present on 
the occasion.
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 / Network Expansion

Overseas News

Dubai Main Branch, UAE has been shifted to a new location in 
Karama to serve customers better and to provide a next-gen 
banking experience from traditional banking experience. The 
premise is a state-of-art building with an International Standard.

Bank of Baroda (Uganda) Ltd celebrates  
67th Foundation Day 

UAE Territory inaugurates new premises of 
Dubai Main Branch 
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1.  __________ is the ARR (Alternative Reference Rate) 
adopted in USA.

 a. SARON b. SOFR
 c. SONIA d. USD LIBOR
2.  The claim period should __________, be mentioned in 

a bank guarantee.
 a. Invariably b. Never
 c. upon request of the applicant
 d. upon request of the beneficiary/guarantor
3. PCFC facility can be sanctioned in _______.
 a. INR only b. USD only
 c. USD, EUR and GBP
 d. USD, EUR, GBP, JPY (any convertible currency)
4.  ________ menu is used to generate report on success/

failure of flow of forward contract data from ADS to 
Finacle.

 a. LIMITRPT b. BOBRPT
 c. MNTFWC d. RPTINQ
5.  Branches must mail details of invocation and payment 

in the prescribed format to ________.
 a. trade.fx.bcc@bankofbaroda.com
 b. invocation.bg@bankofbaroda.com
 c. dfb@bankofbaroda.com and regional offices.
 d. invocation.bcc@bankofbaroda.com
6.  The scheduled date for discontinuation of eDB Nostros 

is ________.
 a. 15.03.2021 b. 31.03.2021
 c. 15.03.2022 d. 31.03.2022
7. Subject to the following conditions:
 i.  The export proceeds have been realized in full 

except for the amount written-off
 ii.  The exporter is regular customer of the Bank for a 

period of at least six months
 iii.  The account of the customer is compliant w.r.t. 

extant KYC and AML guidelines
 iv.  The AD branch is satisfied about the bonafides of 

the transactions.
   The maximum value per shipment up to which 

the exporter can directly dispatch shipping 
documents to the consignee is______

  a. equivalent to USD 1.00 mill
  b. equivalent to USD 5.00 mill
  c. No limit
  d. equivalent to USD 500,000.00
8.  Which of the following is not covered by ECGC under 

the Whole Turnover Pre-shipment/ Post shipment 
policies?

 a. Exporters Gold Card limit b. Adhoc limit
 c. None of the above d. Both a and b

MCQ – Trade Finance and Foreign Exchange
9.  Which of the following business/sectors are not 

permitted to open BO(Branch Office/LO(Liaison 
Office)/PO(Project Office) in India?

 a. Defence b. Legal Firms/LLCs
 c. Telecom d. Information and Braodcasting
10.  Which of the following Returns/Reports has not been 

discontinued by RBI?
 a. Extension of Liaison Offices
 b. Extension of Project Offices
 c.  Monitoring of Disinvestments by Overseas 

Corporate Bodies

 d. ODI Part II

11.  Which of the following advance is not covered under 
ECGC’s ECIB (WT-PC/WT-PS)?

 a. Packing Credit in FCY  b. Discounted Bills

 c. Post-shipment Demand Loan

 d. Advance against Duty Drawback

12.  Bank Guarantees with automatic renewal clauses 
can be issued in favour of:

 a. Customs department & DGSD

 b. Customs & MOD  c. MOD & DGSD

 d. President of India & Customs Department

13.  Forward contracts in standard tenor and broken 
dates up to a period of ___ months can be booked 
on CCIL’s FX Retail platform.

 a. 1  b. 6

 c. 12  d. 13

14.  CCIL charges ______ % for transactions done through 
FX Retail platform in excess of USD 50,000.00 per day.

 a. 0.1  b. 0.05

 c. 0.003 d. 0.0004

15.  Interest equalization benefit cannot be availed by 
____________.

 a. Merchant Exporter b. Merchant Trader

 c. MSME    d.  Five Star Status 
Holder

16.  Report of Default under Merchant Trade transactions 
is done on half-yearly basis at the end of ________ 
and __________.

 a. June, December b. July, January

 c. March, September d. April, October

17.  An exporter other than a status holder can write-off 
unrealized export bills up to 5% of the total export 
proceeds realized during the _________ preceding 
the year in which write-off is being done.

 a. Fiscal year   b. Financial year

 c. Calendar year  d. 4-4-5 Calendar year

Banking Q
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18.  All new exporter customers under Pre & Post 
shipment export credit limits not exceeding _________ 
sanctioned by the bank, will be eligible for cover 
under the ECGC policy.

 a. INR 30 lakhs   b. INR 3000 lakks
 c. INR 3.00 crores  d. INR 600 lakhs
19.  All-in-cost ceiling for Trade Credits is benchmark rate 

plus _______ spread.
 a. 350 bps    b. 325 bps
 c. 225 bps    d. 250 bps
20.  Indian parties are permitted to issue guarantees on 

behalf of their ________ level step-down operating JV/
WOS.

 a. First     b. Second
 c. First and Second d. None of the above
21.  Remittance under LRS cannot exceed USD 250,000.00 

per annum for ____________.
 a. Emigration b. Medical treatment
 c. Education d. Donation
22.  Travelers proceeding to Libya can be sold USD ______ 

or equivalent in foreign currency notes and coins.
 a. 3000    b. 5000
 c. Full exchange can be released 
 d. 1000
23.  How much currency can be brought in while visiting 

India, without the need for declaration in CDF?
 a. Up to USD 3000 or equivalent 
 b. Up to USD 5000 or equivalent
 c. No limit
 d. Up to USD 2000 or equivalent
24.   Remittances by multi-modal transport operators to 

their agents abroad will require prior approval of 
____________

 a. Ministry of Human Resources Development 
 b. Ministry of Surface Transport

 c. Ministry of Finance
 d.  Registration Certificate from the Director General 

of Shipping
25.  ____________ in India can maintain savings accounts 

in the name of person resident outside India and 
allow operations therein subject to the terms and 
conditions as applicable to NRO accounts.

 a. Post offices  b. FFMCs
 c. NBFCs   d. Life Insurance companies
26.  FCNR(B) accounts cannot be opened for less than 

________ and not more than __________.
 a. 6 months, 3 years b. 6 months, 5 years
 c. 1 year, 3 years  d. 1 year, 5 years
27.  An account held in BTN (Bhutanese Ngultrum) is a 

foreign currency account. True or False?
 a. True     b. False
28.  Realization of exported Goods and services valued 

up to  USD___________ or equivalent can be done 
through OPGSPs (Online Payment Gateway Service 
Providers)

 a. 10000    b. 5000
 c. 2000    d. 1000
29.  Remittances in USD received or done by diamond 

merchants for local sale or purchase of diamonds is 
reported in R-Return. True or False?

 a. True     b. False
30.  AD banks may allow payment of interest on usance 

bills for a period of less than ____ years from the date 
of shipment at the rate prescribed for trade credit.

 a. 1     b. 2
 c. 3     d. 4

Contributed by: Sagar M Pawar,  
CBT Department, BCC, Mumbai
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Bank of Baroda witnesses the Metamorphosis of 
IndiaFirst Life from Good to Great

IndiaFirst Life Insurance Company Limited (IndiaFirst Life), one of the youngest and fastest growing life insurance 
companies in country, continues to grow despite the Covid-19 pandemic. The 
organisation, which is promoted by Bank of Baroda, announced a 5% growth in 
Retail New Business (NB) Annual Premium Equivalent (APE).
Applauding IndiaFirst Life on its fantastic FY21 performance, Shri Purshotam, Chief 
General Manager – Retail Liabilities, Wealth Management Services, Marketing, 
NRI Business & Capital Market Division, Bank of Baroda said, “In FY21, for Bank 
of Baroda’s Bancassurance Life Insurance business, we have showcased an 
outstanding performance with revenue generation of INR 129.91 Cr (22% YoY 
growth). This growth is witnessed across product lines with Retail New Business APE of 
INR 657 Crores (5% YoY growth) and Group Credit Life Business of INR 159 Crores on 
Premium Basis (22% YoY growth).”
Shri Purshotam further added, “It is heartening to see our very own life insurance 
company progress so well as it enters into its adolescent years. With a zeal to 
constantly adapt, improvise, and innovate, the company is making meaningful 
strides, as it continues to be an integral part of Bank of Baroda’s ecosystem. As 
the company firms up its plans to go public sometime in the next few years, I feel 
optimistic about the future.”
Braving the impact of the global pandemic, as an organisation, we saw IndiaFirst 

Life deliver many firsts in FY21! Some of its historic achievements include:
 • Gross Premium witnessed a YoY growth of 21% at INR 4,056 Crores
 • Retail New Business grew by 5% YoY at INR 894 Crores on APE basis
 • Renewal premium collections stood at INR 2,005 Crores
 • 13th month persistency stood at 84% as on March 2021, an improvement of 470 bps over LY
 • AUM grew by 16% YoY at INR 17,109 Crores
 • Claims Settlement Ratio stands at 98.70%, having supported 18,000+ families this FY

Shri Purshotam  
Chief General Manager – Retail 

Liabilities, WMS, Marketing, 
NRI Business & Capital Market 

Division, Bank of Baroda

Delighted to share the company’s success, Shri Rushabh Gandhi, Deputy CEO, IndiaFirst Life Insurance Company Ltd. 
said, “IndiaFirst Life has written INR 894 Crore of Retail New Business APE – the highest 
ever since its inception! Bank of Baroda contributes to over 2/3rd of our total Retail 
New Business APE. IndiaFirst Life clocked a Y-o-Y growth of 5%, which on the back 
of an industry leading 25% Y-o-Y growth in FY20, is satisfying. This success story was 
made possible because of committed, professional, and courageous Barodians 
who were ably supported by my colleagues at IndiaFirst Life. Being recognized 
as a Great Places to Work for the 4th time running is a testament of this team's 
unwavering spirit to secure lives and create value for all our stakeholders.”

IndiaFirst Life has been extremely agile in strengthening its brand offerings in the 
past year. To establish a digital-connect and ensure seamless accessibility to its 
customers they launched, e-Sampark and Ghar Baithe Insurance. Their existing 
product suite was further enhanced with Non-par and Protection products, such as 
IndiaFirst Life Guaranteed Benefit Plan, IndiaFirst Life Guaranteed Protection Plan & 
IndiaFirst Life Long Guaranteed Income Plan. #CustomerFirst solutions like One-Day 
Claim Settlement furthered the company's endeavor to extend customer delight. 
IndiaFirst Life's brand campaign #BhonduJustChill and the affiliation with the Netflix 
dramedy Pagglait strengthened its visibility multifold.

Together, Bank of Baroda and IndiaFirst Life, are committed to helping customers secure for life’s certainties.

Shri Rushabh Gandhi
Deputy Chief Executive Officer

IndiaFirast Life Insurance 
Company Limited

Grades
25 and above : Excellent
20 – 24    : Very Good
15 – 19    : Good
10 – 14   : Average
Less than 10 : Please read the bank’s Circulars, RBI’s 
Master Directions

Answer Key
1 -b , 2 - a, 3 - d, 4 - a, 5 - b, 6 - a, 7 - c, 8 - d, 9 - b, 10 - d, 
11 - d, 12 - a, 13 - d, 14 - d, 15 - b, 16 - a, 17 - c, 18 - c, 19 
- d, 20 - a, 21 - d, 22 - b, 23 - b, 24 - d, 25 - a, 26 - d, 27 - b, 
28 - a, 29 - b, 30 - c

Refer page No 52 to 53 
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Post the events in one of our branches in 2015, Bank 
decided to centralize its Foreign exchange operations. 
It was indeed a massive and courageous exercise to 
consolidate 110 'B'- category branches at one place. 
However, the subsequent events of swift manipulations in 
one of the Banks in India in 2018 (Nirav Modi Episode), 
proved that the decision to consolidate was a right 
decision. It improved our control on Swift operations and 
we could comply the RBI guidance on Forex transactions.

However, centralization has its own shortcomings. They 
can be enumerated as:

	  Faceless centralization. Perceived distance 
between customer and processing centre.

  Focus on compliance of sanction terms.

  Conflict management between Compliance 

and business in Forex 
business

  Increase in TAT due to 
stage wise requirements and implementation

  Query resolution time increased as branch acted 
as intermediary between FBO and customer.

Further, the customer services are not standardized at 
branch level, and it depends on skill set and behavior 
aspects of branch officers/ staff. In the age of digital 
economy, where customer is habituated of self service 
(like M-connect, Baroda Connect), the trade transactions 
must be digitized in a manner where customer can do 
their transactions in a smooth and seamless manner.

Digitization of Forex business is the answer to such persistent 
issues of higher TAT, conflict resolution between business 
and compliance, query resolution through standardized 
and improved practices.

BarodaINSTA Smartrade is part of bank’s new initiative 
to digitize Forex operations of the bank. Features are as 
highlighted below:

Digitization
-  In Sync. with Digital Initiatives of Bank of 

Baroda
-Reduced TAT in transactions processing 
-Auto generation of advices & SWIFT

All time Customized Report
- Advices, SWIFT & MIS on Portal
- Anytime transaction report is available
- Easy Tracking with Due date calendar

Integration with Treasury
-TTB/TTS/BLS/BLB treasury rates is integrated 
for smoother processing the transactions 
(Under discussion with Treasury)

Regulatory Compliance
-  Integrated with TRRACS systems for 

Shipping Bills & Bill of Entry ( Under 
process)

- Automated Error configuration

BarodaINSTA

Overall there are two ways by which Trade Finance 
transactions can be initiated:

 Customer Side (BarodaINSTA Smart Trade Solution):
 - Customer can initiate Letter of Credit, Bank 

Guarantee, Packing Credit, Export Document 
Collection, etc. from BarodaINSTA Smart Trade 
Portal.

 - After submission of transactions from customer 

side it will flow directly to Forex Back Office 
Gandhinagar/Bengaluru.

 - In case of any queries and clarification required 
from Branch level transactions can be routed to 
Branch and Branch can upload the necessary 
comments in same transaction.

 - Thus after completion of transaction SWIFT & 
Advice Copy will be automatically generated 
and sent via mail to client.

 - Disposal instruction on Inward remittance (Under 
implementation)

 Branch Side (BarodaINSTA TOOL) :
 - Whenever customer submits documents for 

processing at Branch level, the Branch Officer 
uploads the transaction in BarodaINSTA Tool.

 - Via BarodaINSTA Tool Transaction is flown at Forex 

Baroda INSTA Smart 
Trade Solution

- 202158



Back office level and transaction will be 
created in BarodaINSTA automatically 
with Proper USER Matrix.

 - Further in this case too after completion of 
transaction SWIFT & Advice Copy will be automatically 
generated and sent to client via mail.
Benefits of BarodaINSTA Smart Trade Portal is not only 
restricted for clients but it will be useful for Bank of Baroda 
Branches as well. Brief details are as given below:

 Solution at Desk: 24 X 7 Customer can upload their 
transaction request from their office which will directly 
flows to FBO. Thus it reduces burden on branches to 
scan and send to FBO.

 Reports & MIS: Customer gets their MIS, SWIFT advices, 
Transactions advices through portal. Again Branches 
will receive less requests from clients for time to time 
reports & advices

 Easy Tracking: Hassle free due date tracking of LC 
& BG type of Transactions in the dashboard. Thus 
Branches will receive less queries from clients.

 Green Initiative: Branch is saved from maintaining 
physical record, thus saving paper and space. 
(Environment friendly). Audit queries can be handled 
by downloading documents as and when required.

 Digital records:    Records are kept   in digital Manner. 

There is no fear of loss 
of documents and 
the record can be 
retrieved at any point 
of time, for purposes 
like Audit, inquiry, 
investigation and MIS, 
customer disputes 
etc. The same data 
is also maintained at 
customer level on his 
portal if he log in to the 
portal and pull – up the 
particular transaction. 
So the sanctity of data is maintained. Customer 
complaints for loss of documents, papers etc would 
be less as records are kept and maintained in digital 
manner.

 User friendly Options: Customer can use simple 
upload option with which customer can easily upload 
documents without entering much fields.

Bank of Baroda’s BarodaINSTA Smart Trade solution is 
revamping the way Trade Finance Transactions are being 
processed.

vvv

Amulya Kumar
Deputy General Manager
BCC, Mumbai
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Digital lending is the process of offering loans that 
are applied for, disbursed, and managed through 
digital channels, in which lenders use digitized data to 
inform credit decisions and build intelligent customer 
engagement.

• It consists of lending through web platforms or 
mobile apps, by taking advantage of technology for 
authentication and credit assessment.

• India's digital lending market has seen a significant 
rise over the years.

The following are the categories of Digital lenders
	  Marketplace lenders, which are non-bank digital 

lenders that originate loans by making use of 
intermediary platforms. The platforms digitally 
access and make use of alternative data to 
substitute for conventional data or to enhance it.

	  Tech, e-commerce, and payment giants, are 
companies that leverage the myriad alternative 
data points available, through their platforms or 
through other partnerships, to offer loans and 
other financial services. These companies usually 
start off as online marketplaces, search engine 
providers, e-commerce, social networks and 
such.

	  Supply chain platforms provide financing for 
transactions that occur between buyers and 
sellers trading and collaborating along the 
supply chain. Supply chain financing platforms 
differ widely, offering finance based on invoices 
or receivables, payables, inventory etc., and also 
based on the source of funds.

	  Mobile-data based lending models provide loans 
of small amounts based on credit scores derived 
from mobile calling patterns, mobile transactions, 
e-money usage and savings, in addition to credit 
history.

	  Digital bank models include incumbents that 
are directly involved in developing their own 
alternative lending systems, by either opening 
up their APIs to third-party service providers or by 
partnering with alternative lenders.

INNOVATIVE 
DIGITAL LENDING

Types of loans offered by digital lenders in India
Business Loans and MSME Loans:  MSME and Business Loans 
are loans offered to enterprises to meet a variety of their 
business-related expenses. The loan is usually customised 
according to the needs of the business, and is available 
with or without collateral (BajajFinserv, CreditMantri).
SMECorner provides access to business financing 
through their unsecured business loan product, which is 
customisable according to the needs of the business.
SMC Finance extends a collateral-free business loan with 
flexible repayment options for expansion of business, 
upgradation of equipment etc.
Working Capital: Working Capital loans are used by 
enterprises to fund their day-to-day operations. The loans 
can be either secured or unsecured (Lending kart.).
Tribe3 issues tailor-made working capital loans to 
e-commerce business owners looking to increase their 
online presence on various platforms, or to build up 
inventory for peak seasons.
Term Loans: Terms loans are extended to MSMEs to 
fulfil their requirements for capacity expansion, capital 
expenditure, and for buying fixed assets, an online lending 
platform, extends customised term loans to its customers 
to meet its capital requirements for modernising a unit, 
setting up a new project, expansion of an existing unit 
etc.
Supply Chain Finance: Supply Chain Finance focuses 
on providing immediate working capital to enterprises 
to counteract any impact that arises due to delayed 
payments. It enables MSMEs to receive an earlier, up-
front payment on their invoices. It is also referred to as 
‘supplier finance’ or ‘reverse factoring.
M1Xchange and RXIL is a trade receivable exchange 
that provides MSMEs access to capital through invoice 
discounting. The discounting platform comprises of 3 
participants, the MSME supplier, the Corporate Buyer and 
the Financier. An invoice can be uploaded by either the 
supplier or the buyer, which on verification by the other 
is placed on the platform for financiers to bid on. The 
discounted amount is then given to the supplier.
Merchant Cash Advance: Merchant Cash Advance is 
essentially an advance an enterprise can avail based on 
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their receivables. The enterprise has the option of making 
small EMI payments daily based on daily credit/debit 
card settlements.
Franchise Finance: Franchise Finance is a digital loan to 
aid both new and existing franchises covers their business 
financing requirements such as working capital, inventory, 
payment of royalty fees etc. A franchise business loan to 
owners to cover their capital requirements for expansion, 
introduction of new products etc. Business owners from 
a variety of industry segments such as electronics, 
appliances, automobiles, garments etc. are eligible for 
this product.
Purchase Finance: Purchase finance offers credit that 
can be used by businesses at the point of purchase. It 
helps in leveraging the main features of both payment 
and credit. This loan instrument as an alternative to 
distributor financing for sectors such as manufacturing 
and infrastructure. It is aligned with the cash flow cycles of 
these sectors of the economy. It offers purchase financing 
to service providers, traders, and manufacturers who 
purchase raw materials and trading goods from large 
corporate firms or channel partners of large corporates.
Equipment Financing: Equipment Financing allows 
businesses the option to obtain the use of machinery, 
vehicles, or other equipment on a rental basis or a lease. 
Loans for SME issues a long-term commercial finance 
option known as an operating lease to help companies 
buy assets or equipment. This product allows an enterprise 
to lease an asset or equipment by paying a monthly lease 
rental to the leasing company that maintains ownership of 
the asset. The enterprise also has the option to purchase 
the asset at the close of the lease term.
Digital Lending process in India
The following is a description of the digital lending process 
towards the MSME segment:
1. Customer Acquisition: The first step in the digital 

lending process is customer acquisition. Digital lenders 
may approach potential customers either through 
direct or indirect channels. Direct digital modes of 
acquisition/marketing that lenders use include short 
message service (SMS), and social media advertising. 
Lenders may also acquire customers by maintaining a 
partnership with a ‘data-rich’ entity such as a mobile 
network operator or e-commerce marketplace and 
leverage the customer segment information that 
they already possess. There is also the alternative of 
indirect acquisition of customer data, which requires 
lenders to purchase access to customer data basis a 
contract. Insights from practitioners in India indicated 
that the customer acquisition process is designed as 
a combination of a tech and touch model, instead of 
a fully digitised process.

The customers were seen to be sourced mainly through 
the following methods:
 A. Brick and mortar branch: The lenders rely on their 

physical infrastructure, including branch offices, 
loan officers or relationship managers to source 
borrowers. The relationship managers assist the 
customers in the on boarding process.

 B. Channel partners: Lenders also rely on partnerships 
with e-commerce platforms, aggregators or 

marketplaces (such as Amazon, Flipkart etc.), 
mobile wallet companies, participants in the 
supply chain (such as machine manufacturers, 
Fast-moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) 
distributors) etc. to source borrowers.

 C. Direct Selling Agents (DSA): Authorised DSAs 
function as referral agents for the lender, and 
find potential borrowers for the lender to service

 D. Referrals from current borrowers of the digital 
lender, and - Repeat loans to borrowers that 
have already been serviced by the lender.

In the customer on boarding process, identity verification 
of the prospective customer is enabled through either 
the relationship managers/credit/sales team that sources 
them, or by employing third-party service providers for 
doing KYC.
2. Appraisal and Analytics: Digital lenders use both 

traditional and alternative sources of data. The 
former usually include financial statements, business 
plans and credit bureau scores, while the latter 
comprise bank statements and cash flow analysis 
(customer’s income, expenditure, receivables, 
payables etc.), call data records, digital transactions 
(such as invoices, transaction data from point-of-
sale machines etc.), and also data from social 
media. Alternate data was indicated to be used for 
customers who have a ‘thin file’, i.e. those who have 
a limited credit history or digital records that can 
be used to evaluate credit risk. Verification of data 
is done through several methods such as personal 
interviews with the borrower, physical verification of 
the business, referential validation through buyers/ 
suppliers and so on. The lenders usually have their 
own proprietary algorithms and risk models to assess 
the creditworthiness of customers, based on the 
information collected. The lender might also partner 
with other third-party vendors for specific purposes, 
such as with API aggregators, verification agencies, 
valuation agencies, fraud control units etc.

3. Loan Sanction: Based on the results of the 
creditworthiness assessment, the lender decides 
on the loan amount to be offered, the tenure of 
repayment, as well as the interest rate to be charged. 
The borrower is charged a processing fee, if the offer 
is accepted.

4. Disbursement: Cashless channels [such as real-time 
gross settlement (RTGS) and National Electronic Fund 
Transfer (NEFT)] seem to be the preferred mode of 
disbursement to customers. The disbursement of 
funds is usually to the bank account of the customer. 
Disbursement is also sometimes done to the mobile 
wallets of customers.

5. Collection: Digital lenders tend to leverage the 
data that they have, along with their algorithmic 
capabilities in order to anticipate and design an 
optimum collection process. Repayment is usually 
through automatic clearing house (ACH) payment 
or post-dated cheques (PDC). Other repayment 
methods include cash, Unified Payments Interface 
(UPI), digital wallets etc. The collections process 
usually consists of three steps: (a) Initially, a reminder 
for repayment is sent through an SMS, WhatsApp 
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message, or by a call centre representative; (b) In 
case there is a delay in repayment, then the customer 
is approached by the relationship manager; (c) The 
third point of contact is the collections team, which 
might be in-house or a third party.

6. Customer Engagement: The major points of customer 
engagement are the relationship managers in the 
branch offices, and the customer service team. The 
lenders also operate a customer care number, and 
an email for grievance redressal.

Our Bank's initiative in Digital Lending:
 Our Bank has launched the Digital Lending Platform 
to enables prospective retail loan seekers to get loans 
digitally through a paperless process at the convenience 
of their place and time of choice. Currently our Bank 
offers pre-approved Micro Personal Loan to existing 
selected customers to shop anything through offline/
online partner channels and pay later in easy EMIs. 
Customers can also avail the amount into their Savings 
bank account and convert it to EMIs from 3 to 18 months 
through m-Connect+ (Bank’s mobile banking app) in 60 
seconds.
 Our Bank is also offering ‘Online Loan against Fixed 
Deposits’ through Digital Lending Platform, enabling the 
Fixed Deposit customers to avail loan against their Online 

FD instantly through mobile banking and net banking 
facility.
 With the launch of Digital lending Platform, BoB 
believes that personal loan disbursements will be 
completely digitized first followed by MSME and 
Agriculture disbursements. As such Bank envisages that 
the digital share of disbursement in retail lending will grow 
to 74% over 5 years.
 The primary objective is to provide exceptional 
customer experience, personalized customer journeys 
and scale the lending business through digitization. Bank 
has attempted to digitize itself internally by building a high-
performing, innovative environment, which has allowed 
bank to reduce time-to-market for their products. Bank 
envisages outpacing the banking industry growth by 
1.50 times at CAGR of 16% over next 5 years by adopting 
digital first lending approach across retail, MSME and 
agriculture segments.”

vvv

Shri Nagaraju N.
Chief Manager 
Regional Office, Panaji
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HIGHLIGHTS OF BANK’S FINANCIAL RESULTS FOR Q4 FY 2021
The Bank announced its financial results for the Quarter/ Year ended 
on March 31, 2021 following the approval of its Board of Directors. 
The results were announced by MD&CEO Shri Sanjeev Chadha and 
Executive Directors Shri S L Jain, Shri Vikramaditya Singh Khichi, Shri 
Ajay K Khurana and Shri Debdatt Chand at a virtual Press/ Analysts'. 
Meet. Highlights of the results are presented below: - Editor
Highlights

• Domestic CASA ratio increased to 42.87%, up by 380 
bps YoY. Domestic cost of deposits further declined 
by 110bps YoY to 4.10% in Q4FY21.

• Domestic advances increased by 4.91% YoY led by 
domestic organic retail and agriculture loans which 
grew by 14.35% and 13.22% respectively. Within 
retail loans, auto loans increased by 27.79% YoY and 
personal loans grew at 27.21% YoY.

• NII increased to Rs 7,107 crore in Q4FY21 compared 
to Rs 6,798 crore a year ago, an increase of 4.54%. For 
FY21, net interest income grew at 4.95% YoY.

• Global NIM increased to 2.72% in Q4FY21 compared 
with 2.63% in Q4FY20 led by margin expansion in 
international business to 1.57% in Q4FY21 from 1.21% 
in Q4FY20.

• Non-interest income for Q4FY21 is up by 71.01% YoY 
to Rs 4,848 crore and increased by 19.84% for FY21 
to Rs 12,364 crore. Recovery from TWO increased to 
Rs 2,040 crore in Q4FY21 as against Rs 280 crore in 
Q4FY20.

• Operating Profit for Q4FY21 is Rs 6,266 crore registering 
an increase of 27.30% YoY. For FY21, operating profit 
was Rs 20,630 crore, an increase of 9.17%

• Gross NPA ratio fell to 8.87% as on Mar 31, 2021 against 
9.40% as on Mar 31, 2020 and Net NPA ratio to 3.09% 
as against 3.13% as on Mar 31, 2020. Slippage ratio 
declined to 2.71% in FY21 from 2.97% in FY20. Credit 
cost decreased to 1.68% in FY21 from 2.35% in FY20.

• PCR including TWO increased to 81.80% as on Mar 31, 
2021 compared with 81.33% as on Mar 31, 2020.

• Bank reported a Profit before Tax of Rs 2,680 crore for 
Q4FY21 on a standalone basis. Bank moved to new 
tax structure thus reporting a loss of Rs 1,047 crore 
because of DTA reversal. Excluding the impact of the 
change in tax regime, Bank would have reported 
profit after tax of Rs 2,267 crore in Q4FY21 and Rs 
4,143 crore in FY21.

• Capital adequacy (CRAR) stands at 14.99% with 
CET-1 at 10.94% on a standalone basis and for the 
consolidated entity it stands at 15.74% and 11.80% 
respectively. Bank raised Rs 4,500 crore during FY21 
through QIP issue and Rs 3,735 crore through AT-1 
bonds.

Particulars 
(INR crore)

Mar 31, 
2020

Dec 31, 
2020

Mar 31, 
2021

YOY 
(%)

Domestic 
deposits

808,706 834,811 858,413 6.15

Domestic 
CASA

315,951 343,937 368,027 16.48

Global de-
posits

945,985 954,561 966,996 2.22

Domestic 
advances

611,045 633,039 641,076 4.91

Of which, 
retail loan 
portfolio 
(ex- portfolio 
purchase)

105,165 116,046 120,256 14.35

Global ad-
vances

738,096 745,420 751,590 1.83

Particulars FY20 FY21
Slippage Ratio (%) 2.97 2.71
Credit Cost (%) 2.35 1.68

Business details

Particulars Mar 31, 2020 Dec 31, 2020 Mar 31,2021

CRAR (%) 13.30 12.93 14.99
Tier-1 (%) 10.71 10.57 12.67
CET-1 (%) 9.44 8.98 10.94
Gross NPA 
(%)

9.40 8.48 8.87

Net NPA 
(%)

3.13 2.39 3.09

PCR (with 
TWO) (%)

81.33 85.46 81.80

Particulars (INR 
crore)

Q4FY20 Q3FY21 Q4FY21 YOY
(%)

FY20 FY21 YOY
(%)

Interest Income 18,699 17,497 16,685 -10.77 75,984 70,495 -7.22
Interest Expenses 11,901 10,020 9,578 -19.52 48,533 41,686 -14.11
Net Interest 
Income (NII)

6,798 7,477 7,107 4.54 27,451 28,809 4.95

Non- Interest 
Income

2,835 2,896 4,848 71.01 10,317 12,364 19.84

Operating Income 
(NII+ Other 
Income)

9,633 10,372 11,955 24.12 37,768 41,173 9.02

Operating 
Expenses

4,711 5,304 5,689 20.76 18,872 20,544 8.86

Operating Profit 4,922 5,069 6,266 27.32 18,896 20,630 9.17
Total Provisions 
(other than tax) 
and contingencies

6,645 3,435 3,586 -46.03 20,698 15,074 -27.17

of which, Provision 
for NPA

3,191 2,080 4,593 43.94 16,405 12,408 -24.36

Profit before Tax -1,723 1,634 2,680 -1,802 5,556
Provision for Tax -2,230 573 3,726 -2,348 4,727
Net Profit 507 1,061 -1,047 546 829 51.83
NIM % (Domestic) 2.76 2.96 2.73 2.85 2.79
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On 13th February 2021, our Bengaluru Zone’s Kabaddi Team became champions of the State Level Kabaddi Tournament 
at Jestapura also called as KUMTA. The team played against some of the Top State level and upcoming players. They 
defeated Meridian College, Mangaluru.

   ,      

             

 Bengaluru Zone Kabaddi Team wins State Level Kabaddi Tournament
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